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ÖZ
KISHA, HAMID. Mültecilerde Girişimcilik; Türkiye / Ankara’daki Girişimci
Mültecilerin Karşılaştığı Zorlukları ve Engelleri Araştırmak. Yüksek Lisans Tezi,
Ankara, 2018.
Mültecilerde Girişimcilik - Ankara / Siteler Bölgesi'nde girişimci mültecilerin
karşılaştığı zorlukların ve engellerin vaka incelemeleri. Bu çalışmanın amacı, Türkiye
/ Ankara’daki girişimci mültecilerin karşılaştığı zorlukların araştırılması ve yapılan
çalışmalarında hangi faktörler işlerini güçlendiğini ve hangi faktörler işlerini
zayıflattığını keşfedilmesidir. Ankara, Siteler Ondur bölgesinde bulunan on beş
girişimci mülteciler ile yüz yüze görüşme ve açık uçlu anket formu yöntemleri ile nitel
bir çalışma yürütülmüştür. Ankara, Siteler bölgesindeki girişimci mültecilerin
karşılaştığı en büyük zorluklar, finans eksikliği, dil engeli ve idari ve mevzuat şartları
olmakla birlikte, uzun çalışma saatleri, kira maliyeti ve işletme yönetimi gibi
durumdan duruma göre değişen zorluklar da bulunmaktadır. Ayrıca, çoğu mültecilerin
düşük eğitim düzeyine sahip olmaları, iş başarısı önlemede büyük neden olmaktadır.
Böylece, mültecilerin girişimcilik çalışmaların desteklenmesi ve hatta mültecilerin
girişimcilik dünyasının bir parçası olmalarında teşvik çalışmaları, çile sırasında olan
mültecilere barınma sağlayan her hangi bir topluluğun en büyük kazanç ve anahtarıdır.
Özet olarak, bütün girişimci mültecilerin muazzam enerji ve yaratıcı canlılığını
kullanmak, hem kendi mültecileri hem de ev sahiplerini emsalsiz düzeyde ekonomik
büyüme seviyelerine getirmektedir.
Anahtar Sözcükler: Zorluklar, Girişimci, Girişimcilik, Girişimci Mülteciler
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ABSTRACT
KISHA, HAMID. Refugee Entrepreneurship; Exploring the Challenges and Obstacles
Faced by Refugee Entrepreneurs in Turkey (Ankara). M.A. Thesis, Ankara, 2018.
Refugees Entrepreneurship - Case studies of the challenges and obstacles faced
by refugee’s entrepreneurs in Ankara (Siteler distrct). The purpose is to explore the
challenges faced by refugee’s entrepreneurs in Turkey (Ankara) and to explore which
factors strengthen and which factors weaken their business. A qualitative study was
conducted by means of face-to-face interview and open-ended questionnaire with
fifteen of the refugee’s entrepreneurs in Siteler Ondur district (Ankara). In the study,
it was found that the major challenges faced by refugee’s entrepreneurs in Ankara
(Siteler) were lack of finance, language barrier, and administrative and regulatory
requirements, in addition to other challenges that varied from case to case with regard
to long working hours, rent cost and business management. Furthermore, the majority
of the refugees are of low educational background that contributes a lot in preventing
their success of the business. Therefore, supporting refugee’s entrepreneurs, and even
encouraging the refugees to be part of the world of entrepreneurship, are the biggest
gain and the key to any community hosting refugees during their ordeal. In summary,
utilizing the enormous energy and creative vitality of all refugees’ entrepreneurs will
bring them and their hosts to unprecedented levels of economic growth.
Keywords:
Entrepreneurs.

Challenges,

Entrepreneur,

Entrepreneurship,

Refugees
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
An enlarged attention for entrepreneurship among refugees at the various
policy levels in Turkey aims at killing two birds with one stone. By advocating this
sort of entrepreneurship together the integration of refugees in society is supported and
entrepreneurship generally is achieved, due to the non-stop number of people seeking
asylum in Turkey and the growing unease of Turkish citizens against them, it is
critically necessary for refugees to successfully integrate into the Turkish society.
Integration is here with known as the process of refugees, immigrants and native heads
of a society growing and fully collaborating in society.
The number of refugees globally has enormously increased in recent years. In
social science the definition of a “refugee” is illustrated to define people who are
critically in need of a new status of residence due to that they are persecuted or at risk
of their physical Security if forced to return to their country of origin (Gibney, 2004).
According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), by June
2017, the number of Refugees around the world had reached over 22.5 million
(UNHCR, 2017a). Refugees are considered as a source of burden for their host
Countries, majority of the refugees holds various skills, knowledge, experience, and
are financially independent, equipped enough to invest and actively contribute to the
economy of the host countries.
Entrepreneurship is uprising unconditionally in our society today; a big number
of scholars are developing interest in studying entrepreneurs. Globally, entrepreneurial
firms are increasing in number and size. Considerable numbers of people are willing
to be involved in entrepreneurship in regard to the increase in demand of goods and
services and the increase in desire to consume different varieties of goods and services
in our society today.
According to Barringer and Ireland (2008) entrepreneurs are obsessed with
making a product that can satisfy a customer’s needs. In order to comply with this
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increase of demand for consumers of goods and services there must be an increase in
entrepreneurs who are willing to supply these goods and services to satisfy the general
public. Entrepreneurs are motivated by their activities and as such will do everything
possible to become successful within the society (Barringer & Ireland, 2008).

1.1. Entrepreneurship
The method of entrepreneurship has improved with time. Researchers from the
20th century have centered a lot on the innovative and inventive aspects of
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is the creation of wealth in society and in the single
firm is seen as a process in which new goods and services are introduced and replaced
the old ones, and this process equals innovation (Schumpeter, 1989). Entrepreneurship
is ‘the work which is directed towards economic performance of an enterprise through
risk taking decisions’ (Drucker, 1985).
Nowadays the majority of the individuals are willing to be involved in
entrepreneurship activities due to some reason or another. Kirkwood (2009) has
mentioned that there are push and pull factors that attract people to move towards
entrepreneurship. Unsatisfied with a job because of the managerial works can be taken
as a push factor which leads to resignation. The lack of an individual to secure desired
employment will push him to transfer to self-employment. According to Kirkwood
(2009), independence and high income are the pull factors for anyone to become an
entrepreneur.
Enhancing the entrepreneurship strength for refugees might be more practical
for Integration than supply them continuous aid in isolated refugee camps. Host
Economies will support and welcome such initiatives for the benefit of their country
economic boost. Conflicting with the long planned immigration policies of developing
countries, the quantity and emergency of Syrian refugee flows prohibit even
neighboring developed countries from taking such a regular approach.
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1.2. Importance of Refugee Entrepreneurship
The war in Syria has resulted in one of the largest global displacement of
individuals and has created one of the worst humanitarian crises (IRC, 2016). Several
interference and peace talks have failed to come up with a solution. So far between
400,000 and 470,000 Syrians have died; 7.6 million have been displaced and 4.8
million have been registered as refugees (Woods & Kayali, 2017). Statistically, more
than 11 million Individuals were obliged to evacuate their homes and almost seven
million have seek asylum nearby the Syrian borders ,especially in Turkey, Lebanon
and Jordan.
Entrepreneurship is perceived as a fruitful way for integration (Kloosterman &
Van der Leun, 1999). Through refugees numbers in Turkey, through births and new
arrivals, there increase are estimated to 1000 people per day, which can be perceived
as an increasing integration into the Turkish society. Furthermore, according to
Abbasian and Bildt (2009) entrepreneurship is seen as a strong mean and tool that
empower women immigrants. Establishing a business can be taken as a valuable break
out for an increase of income for refugees and other immigrants and to settle stably in
the new community (Kloosterman & Van der Leun, 1999). By promoting refugee
entrepreneurship, the Dutch government would “kill two birds with one stone”
(Wauters & Lambrecht, 2006, p. 509). Specifically speaking promoting
entrepreneurship for refugees is a one to one win for the refugee and the hosted
government, refugees will gain their integration easily and the hosted country economy
will be globally boosted.

1.3. Problem Statement
The increasing number of refugees settling in the Turkey combined with the
increasing anxiety of Turkish citizens toward these refugees has made integration more
of a public issue than ever before. Several authors have proposed that entrepreneurship
can be a way to enhance refugee integration. Refugee entrepreneurship could kill two
birds with one stone, since the Turkish government fiercely promotes entrepreneurship
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to stimulate the domestic economy. However, refugees may encounter more barriers
in starting businesses than their indigenous Turkish counterparts.

1.4. Research Objective
The objective of this study is to reveal the challenges faced by refugee’s
entrepreneur in Ankara, to delve into factors which strengthen their business, and
weaken their business. These challenges will provide us with a clear view on their
situation and suggest a future strategy on means on how to overcome these challenges
from the side of the refugee and the Turkish authority. Qualitative data will be gathered
and analyzed to reach this objective.
Research Questions:
1. What are the factors that hinder refugee entrepreneurs?
(What challenges refugee entrepreneurs are faced with?)
2. How entrepreneurs set-up/establish their business?
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Challenges and Opportunities Faced by Refugee’s Entrepreneurs.
The integration process for refugees in Turkey is accompanied by multiple
challenges and issues .despite the low number of refugees possessing work permits
(Kizil, 2016), refugees are usually paid under the low wages margin entitled by the
ministry of labor and are employed under difficult circumstances known as dead end,
“three D’s”(difficult, dirty and dangerous)jobs (Jaji, 2009). Moreover, Majority of the
refugees unfortunately do not have an adequate official status that authorize them to
be involved in employment based on their qualifications and education level (Kim &
Jang, 2007). On the other hand, refugees are being used in the black market as informal
labors which are making underemployment employed in the black market as informal
labor, making underemployment a typical obstacle for them.
Under these undesirable circumstances, entrepreneurial activities emerge as an
alternate way to make use of the personal resources for upward means of moving and
better socioeconomic integration (Wauters & Lambrecht, 2008). Various researchers
stressed that minorities always tend to invest in self-employment (Chand & Ghorbani,
2011). Legal barriers, restrictions and unnecessary ‘red tape’ are particularly hard for
refugees to overcome, as they are new to the system and unfamiliar with the customs
and the institutions in charge (Hudson & Martenson 2001).
Self-employed refugees remarkably receive higher incomes than employed
refugees (Portes & Jensen, 1989). Previous researches have indicated that refugees has
received discrimination in the labor market on behalf of their lack of knowledge of the
local language, education and qualification’s not taken into consideration and most of
the situation because of their identity as a refugee and a foreigner. According to the
theory of disadvantaged worker displaced entrepreneurs are faced with typical issues.
They are thus pushed into self-employment in hopes of maximizing their income to
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correspond with their skills, qualifications, experience, knowledge and abilities (Levie,
2007).
According to Fawcett and Gardner (1994) research in regard of Asians
migrants the collection of data was based on surveys for startup entrepreneurs in the
USA. The study has indicated that the lack of knowledge of the local language and
low level of education which are perceived as human capital are the main obstacles
and challenges faced. For example, Filipino immigrants do not face any problems with
language skills but their educational certificate from their country of origin are not
taken into consideration by the united states which drags them to work in low jobs
margin, Koreans face lack of knowledge of the local language and low educational
background.
The community of refugees in the Netherlands is enormously growing, recently
between every 100 of nationals two refugees are present and diversity in terms of
socio-economic position and length of stay of different nationalities is increasing more
than before in the Netherlands .Moreover, according to Kloosterman and Rath (2003),
refugee’s entrepreneurship is present among the‟ four largest cities: Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht. Furthermore, the intent of entrepreneurship among
refuges is strongly present and positively influenced by attitude to entrepreneurship
and the desire to overcome blocked mobility, these big four cities are already affected
by the refugee’s entrepreneurs in different ways. By reviving the economy of the
abandoned shopping streets, by introducing new marketing strategies and new
products (Kloosterman, Van der Leun and Rath, 1999).

An alternative way of

surviving is possible in regard to the fact that entrepreneurs are being embedded in
certain social networks, enabling the reduction of their transaction costs in both, formal
and informal ways (Portes, 1995).
Unfortunately, majority of the refugee entrepreneurs have thoughts of
discrimination linked to their ethnicity (Fong, 2007). A negative conception of
refugees as xenophobia is defined as a strong discrimination and racism towards
refugees and immigrants (Masocha, 2015). This opposition comes to ground with
prejudice aimed at discriminating against, excluding, and marginalizing refugees
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without showing any type of mercy and pettiness. Xenophobia is seen in reality,
phrases applied in national media, and the claims and suggestion of political parties.
Refugees are not judged based on their characteristic features (e.g. skin color) but on
their foreign status. Xenophobia is implied among all foreigners, mainly based on fear
of the unknown: “us versus them” (Masocha, 2015, p. 105).
According to Hiebert (2002) in Canada, the relationship between selfemployment and labor market division is relatively visible. While observing the labor
market division and self-employed index, refugees with European-origin are well
fitted within the national’s job market and has the highest rate of self-employment. On
the other hand, refugees not having European origins are separated into different part
of the labor market with minimum self-employment and are faced with challenges of
Language barrier, cultural difference and discrimination from the host community is
the biggest challenges faced.
According to Mohammed (2011) a study was conducted concerning the
difficulties and challenges faced by immigrant entrepreneurs for growth of businesses
in Sweden. The outcomes have showed that overall discussion and the situation
indicate that the immigrant entrepreneurships working at Umea, however earning
money but they are not totally satisfied with it. They have plans to return back to their
home countries to do business there or to shift their businesses in big cities of Sweden.
The major challenge was between immigrant entrepreneurs and native entrepreneurs
where immigrant entrepreneur face major difficulties in obtaining finance for their
business which affect them in their future growth. The study has found that immigrants
do not have the possibility to present a required financial statement as the native one
and the lack of finding a national sponsor makes the obstacle a major issue. Lack of
the local language makes it very difficult to present a business plan with future
prospects in a persuasive way (Levin & Weström, 2001), there are several ways to
obtain finance: from the bank, from institutions granting small credit and from family
and friends. None of these sources of finance are self-evident for refugees, however
(Gold 1992).
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According to CEEDR (2000), on ethnic entrepreneurs marketing skills was not
seen as a major challenge. According to the findings financial support was the major
challenge as majority of the respondents did not see marketing skills as an obstacle to
establish their business. The respondents have responded to that marketing skills
depends on the location of the business and the activity carried out. CEEDR (2000)
illustrates that to get over these barriers specific markets related to products and
services demanded by ethnic population has to be established within the ethnic
population concentration in Netherland, in order for the ethnic entrepreneurs to get
benefit of it. According to CEEDR (2000) one of the major obstacles observed by
starting entrepreneurs is issues in accessing new markets and developing the level of
marketing and management skills .The findings also shows that the method used for
marketing by ethnic entrepreneurs is the method of word of mouthing spread as their
small businesses requires this, technology can be seen not a practical way for these
type of small businesses as the resources are limited to them. According to CEEDR
(2000) financial growth in the future was seen as a very important issue as ethnic
entrepreneurs rely on family and informal means for support and advices. Lastly lack
of technology by ethnic entrepreneurs is a major obstacle for growth of the business.
Ethnic entrepreneur’s turns to informal sources for advices which affect their
businesses even in their worst situation, these kinds of strategies prevent them from
establishing a concrete and secured business. In CEEDR (2000, p. 98), the perceptions
of specialist agencies of the main problems facing ethnic minority entrepreneurs are
given below:
- Access to Finance
- Administrative and Regulatory Requirements
- Management / Training skills
- Access to Information and Advice
- Marketing and Sales Skills
- Access to Technology
- Cost of Living and Operations
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- Working Longer Hours
- Language Barrier
Below the table will explore the related literature review on the studies related
to refugee’s entrepreneurship.

2.2. Table of Empirical Studies Relating to Refugees Entrepreneurship
Immigrant entrepreneurship has received considerable attention over recent
decades, research on refugee entrepreneurship is still scant (Wauters & Lambrecht,
2008; Najib, 2014; Bizri, 2017). Despite valuable contributions, little has been done
so far to explore refugee entrepreneurship and obstacles in small businesses ,refugees
future wise are considered to become citizens of the hosted country,majority of the
researches focused on their integration issues,intent to become an entrepreneur ,and
social capital among their hosted community,majority of the researches focused on
immigrants while refugees has been left behind, comparing countries with previous
background of immigration, such as the US and Australia, there are relatively few
studies that contributed to refugees entrepreneurship in Turkey (Ankara), None of the
articles on refugees entrepreneurship in Turkey has so far been published in peerreviewed international journals. Summarizing the literature review, two observations
should be manifested. First, there is a tendency in the Turkish literature to focus on
refugee’s ways of integration and ignoring the topic of refugee’s entrepreneurship.
While visible Syrian refugees in Turkey have attracted huge attention, important
groups of refugees from other African and Asian are understudied. Second,
predominantly descriptive Turkish studies have not so far contributed to the
development of the theory of refugee’s entrepreneurship in Turkey.
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Table 2.1. Table of Empirical Studies Relating to Refugees Entrepreneurship
Publication
type,
Context
Project
Report,
(Netherland)

#

Publication

1

J.A. Berns
(Judith)
(2017)

2

Dr Bram
Wauters & Prof.
Dr Johan
Lambrecht
(2008)

Journal
article
Belgium

3

Alrawadieh, Z.,
Karayilan, E., &
Cetin, G. (2018)

Journal
article
Turkey

4

Enow Carine
Manyi (2010)

Project
report
Belgium

5

Teun
Smorenburg
(2015)

6

7

8

Data source

Method

Focus of study

Main findings

83 surveys with
refugees

Quantitative
study

Exploring refugees
entrepreneurial intent

The intent is present and positively influenced by
attitude to entrepreneurship and the desire to
overcome blocked mobility,

Qualitative
study

Barriers to Refugee
Entrepreneurship in
Belgium

Barriers were classified under three headings:
market opportunities and access to
entrepreneurship, human capital and social
networks, and institutional and societal
environment.

Qualitative
study

Understanding the
challenges of refugee
entrepreneurship in tourism
and Hospitality

the study demonstrates how refugee
entrepreneurship could help refugees integrate to
the socio economic environment of the host country

8 refugees were
interviewed

Qualitative
study

Challenges faced by
refugees entrepreneurs in a
large and small city

Project
report
Belgium

34 refugees were
interviewed

Qualitative
study

Labor Market Situation and
Occupational Mobility
among Syrian Refugees in
Istanbul

Muhammad Ali
Imran Samiullah
(2011)

PROJECT
REPORT
Sweden

5 refugees were
interviewed

Qualitative
study

A Qualitative study of
Immigrant entrepreneurship
in Umea, Sweden’’

Jack Collins
Professor of
Social
Economics,
UTS Business
School,
University of
Technology
Sydney

Journal
article
Austarlia

15 refugees were
interviewed

Qualitative
study

How refugees overcome
the odds to become
entrepreneurs

Journey from boats to businesses is difficult but
possible with the hard work and determination to
take advantage of the opportunities that Australia
has given them.

Project
research
Germany

Using interviews and
case studies from
German
entrepreneurs and
Syrian refugees

Qualitative
+quantitative

The Role of Syrian
Refugees in the Sharing
Economy and Technology
Sector in Germany: A
Neoliberal Approach to
Integration and
Empowerment

Technology has proved to be useful in helping to
integrate and empower Syrian refugees in Germany

The study concludes that the measures that can be
put in place by to improve the lives of refugees in
the camps these includes, giving thein proper
infrastructure, improved marketing skills,
provisions of microfinance institutions, to be
resettled in other countries like USA, provision of
social amenities, improving infrastructures,
provision of capitals,, provision of income
generating activities, decongesting, building more
latrines, lifting ban on restriction and drilling more
boreholes
Language barrier, cultural difference and
discrimination from the host community is the
biggest challenges faced.

Emma Grace
Smith
(2016)

Interviews with 8
advisers from five
counseling offices to
ethnic
entrepreneurship and
15 refugees of
business owner
Twenty
Refugee
entrepreneurs in
Istanbul were
interviewed
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MOHAMED
HUSSEIN ALI
(2010)

Project
research
Nairobi

60 surveys was
conducted ,30surveys
with refugee
entrepreneurs and the
other 30from local
people

Quantitative
study

Investigate the socioeconomic impact of
refugees' presence in
Daadab camps in Garissa
district. It examines the
main challenges faced by
refugees and the effects on
the refugee's presence on
the lives of the local people
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Aleksandra
Sagan, (The
Canadian Press2
018)

Journal
article
Canada

Interviews with
refuges

Qualitative
study

Refugee entrepreneurs face
unique challenges
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Trondheim May
(2015)

Bates &
Dunham,
(1993)

Qualitative
study

Towards the Realization of
Immigrants’
Entrepreneurial
Performance and Success
in Norway

Project
research
Norway

10 interviews were
conducted

Article
United states

Multiple interviews

Qualitative
study

Determinants of business
performance of immigrant
owned firms
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Gold,
(1992)

Article
United
stated

45 interviews were
conducted

Qualitative
study

Distinguishing immigrants
from refugees with respect
to entrepreneurial activities.
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(Marger, 1989)

Project
research
Canada

38 entrepreneurs
where interviewed

Qualitative
study

Examines class and ethnic
resources used by East
Indian entrepreneurs.

Teixeira, Lo, &
Truelove.
(2007)

Project
research
Canada

150 surveys

Quantitative
study

Focus on barriers and
challenges experienced by
immigrant entrepreneurs
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Two major challenges are faced, access to Finance
and Marketing/Sales skills. regardless in a small or
large city
e refugee gap is not universally applicable to the
Syrian refugees in Istanbul. In fact, there are
opportunities for both Syrian men and women to
(professionally) develop themselves, make
progression on the labor market and pursue a career.
The overall discussion and the situation indicate
that the immigrant entrepreneurships working at
Umea, however earning money but they are not
totally satisfied it. They have plans to return back to
their home countries to do business there or to shift
their businesses in big cities of Sweden.

This study maintains that the overall
entrepreneurial performance and success of
immigrants is influenced by the quality of the
immigrants’ resources, how well the immigrants
exploit these resources in finding and sustaining
good entrepreneurial opportunities, as well as
external dynamics, such as the government policy
(and other relevant institutional frameworks).
Level of financial capital and human capital
determines the intergroup differences in business
performance. The sociological approach is found to
be empirically weak.
Refugees have relatively small and informal
networks. Entrepreneurship allows refugees to limit
contacts with native culture. Their financial
resources are limited. US-based business experience
is crucial for success. Generally, differences
between refugees and immigrants are small.
Individualistic business strategy is employed by
Indian entrepreneurs in which class resources are
more consequential than ethnic networks or
communal ties
Visible-minority entrepreneurs still confront more
barriers in their business practice with access to
financing being a persistent problem.
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
According to the literature review observed small scale studies where made on
refugees entrepreneurship, the majority of the studies where conducted on immigrant
entrepreneurship, refugees entrepreneurship solely was discussed as individual
domain.they are addresed as a whole part of the immigrant population and not
addressed individually despite the cultural, economic background and other
characteristics regarding refugees, related adaptations has been used in different
conditions. Refugee’s entrepreneurships everywhere are faced with almost the same
issues and challenges and implement similar strategies to overcome the obstacles
faced. On the other hand that this research studies refugees entrepreneurship
challenges in different context with almost related issues as our literature review,
therefore it becomes rational for fulfilling our purpose and construct the theoretical
framework model needed to reach our purpose .To construct our model we have to see
what are the factors that build a strong and effective entrepreneurship, we will have a
close look at the entrepreneurial process, then we will study the challenges based on
three categories Human capital (HC), financial capital (FC) and social capital (SC).
For dividing our challenges, we will use CEEDR (2000, p. 98), the perceptions of
specialist agencies of the main problems facing ethnic minority entrepreneurs which
are given below:
- Access to Finance (Financial Capital)
- Administrative and Regulatory Requirements (Human Capital/Social Capital)
- Management / Training skills (Human Capital)
- Access to Information and Advice (Human Capital)
- Marketing and Sales Skills (Human Capital)
- Access to Technology (Social capital /Human Capital)
- Cost of Living and Operations (Financial Capital)
- Working Longer Hours (Human Capital)
- Language Barrier (Human Capital)
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3.1. Entrepreneurial Process
We will use Timmons Model of Entrepreneurship that defines entrepreneurial
process and considers three major factors opportunities, teams, and resources and the
capability to balance these factors determines a successful entrepreneurship. The
factors of the Timmons model are in constant motion, expanding and contracting as
the environment and opportunity change (Timmons & Spinelli, 2009). Below you can
find the Timmons entrepreneurial process.

Figure 2.1. Timmons Model of Entrepreneurial Process (Timmons, 1996)

3.1.1. Opportunity
According to Timmons (1996) opportunity is the main factor for a successful
entrepreneurship, Timmons model has demonstrated that successful entrepreneurship
does not start with money or business plan, opportunity ensures a long-term success.
According to Timmons and Spinelli (1996) an excellent idea is found when product or
services could be positioned to create or add values to customer, remains attractive,
durable and timely. Refugees should be addressed on that a perfect idea is not always
an actual opportunity unless the right customers suppliers and demands are rigorously
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studied and identified, the majority of the studies has indicated that a reasonable idea
may not turn to an actual opportunity. Opportunity has many factors that must be taken
into consideration prices, the market targeted and duration. While business plans can
serve multiple purposes, the first and most important reason for writing a business plan
is to test whether an idea is truly an economically promising market opportunity.

3.1.2. Resources
Entrepreneurship is considered a very risky method for income generating as
discussed among people (Petrakis, 2004). Entrepreneurs are forced to go through
sacrifices to persecute their goal and mission, for instance devoting personal time,
savings and involvement of relatives and family through their plan (Petrakis, 2004).
Identifying and locating the correct resources leads to the startup-decision and
intervene in the future in the choice of the needed strategic (Korunka, Hermann, &
Lueger, 2003). According to Barney (1991) resources are categorized into three
categories, physical resources, human capital resources, and organizational capital
resources. Finance, place of business, technology and tools for implementing any
business is considered as physical resources. Experience, education, strategies, and
desired contacts in the business market are considered as human capital resources
(Barney, 1991). Present and future Planning, link between society and the organization
is considered as organizational capital resources.

3.1.3. Entrepreneurial Team
According to Timmons and Spinelli (2009) entrepreneurship depends highly
on a concrete team with high talents and capabilities that ensures to meet the needed
plan after distinguishing the opportunity and collecting the needed resources.
Timmons has concluded that a successful team leads to great success of any business
while a badly formed team can waste all the infrastructure plan build to meet the goal
of a good business. Among all resource, only a good team can unlock a high potential
with any opportunity and manage the pressure related to growth (Timmons & Spinelli,
2009).According to Timmons model for entrepreneurial process ,there are two major
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roles that an entrepreneurial team has to follow to ensure great success, firstly
Removing the ambiguity and uncertainty of the opportunity by applying creativity,
secondly Providing leadership to manage the available resources in the most effective
manner by interacting with exogenous forces and the capital market context that keeps
changing constantly.

3.2. Human Capital (Hc)
Human capital theory maintains that knowledge provides individuals with
increases in their cognitive abilities, leading to more productive and efficient potential
activity, Individuals with strong base of Human capital are better at grasping new
activities when an opportunity exist (Schultz, 1959). Human capital is accompanied
with other several factors, human capital is not only education is, but includes previous
experiences in work, trainings in specific majors and also non-formal education. Broad
labor market experience, as well as specific vocationally oriented experience, is
theoretically predicted to increase human capital (Becker, 1964). The majority of the
studies has comprehended that human capital has strong relation with the success of
any business, furthermore different kinds of human capital are very critical at different
stages of entrepreneurial process.

3.3. Social Capital (SC)
According to Portes, (1995) Social capital theory is defined as the ability of
actors to extract benefits from their social structures, networks and memberships.
Social networks provided by extended family, community-based or organizational
relationships are theorized to supplement the effects of education, experience and
financial capital (Bourdieu, 1983). Social capital may also assist with the
entrepreneurial exploitation process, by providing and diffusing critical information
and other essential resources. During the discovery process, social capital assists
nascent entrepreneurs as individuals by exposing those to new and different ideas,
world views, in effect, providing them with a wider frame of reference both supportive
and nurturing to the new potential idea or venture (Aldrichand, 1998). Entrepreneurs
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frequently make decisions as a result of associations based on friendship or advice
(Bourdieu, 1983). Often consisting of social capital based on weak ties. Strong ties
maintained by entrepreneurs and other team members may also assist in the discovery
process. Aldrichand (1998) comprehends that the importance of family socialization
by inspiring autonomy, as well as the delivery of personal networks that provide
valuable resources. Strong ties within the nascent venture may also yield increased
efficiency in resource utilization.

3.4. Financial Capital (SC)
Financial capitals are divided into two type’s monetary and physical assets that
are provided by family members, community or organizational relationships. Financial
assets can be cash or readily converted into cash. They might include saved money of
the entrepreneur, money from the extended family or funds from financial institutions
(Danes, 2009). Pretorius and Shaw (2004) referred to that financial capital can be
internal or external. A vast majority of SMEs (small and medium sized enterprise)
depend on internal finance Internal finance is often inadequate for SMEs to survive
and grow.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY
This study uses a qualitative approach to investigate the challenges faced by
refugee’s entrepreneur that exists among refugees in the Turkey (Ankara) and to
explore which factors strengthen and which factors weaken their business. These
challenges will provide us with a clear view on their situation and if there is a
possibility in the future to overcome the obstacles. Qualitative data will be gathered
and analyzed to reach this objective.

4.1. Case Study Approach:
According to W. Lawrence Neuman (2014, pp.176) a Case-study research
examines many features of few cases. The cases can be individuals, groups,
organizations, movements, events, or geographic units. The data on the case are
detailed, varied, and extensive. A case study is a small set of cases, focusing on many
details within each case and the context. In short, it examines both details of each
case’s internal features as well as the surrounding situation. Case studies enable us to
link micro level, or the actions of individuals, to the macro level, or large-scale
structures and processes.
Case-study research has much strength. It clarifies our thinking and allows us
to link abstract ideas in specific ways with the concrete specifics of cases we observe
in detail. It also enables us to calibrate or adjust the measures of our abstract concepts
to actual lived experiences and widely accepted standards of evidence. It tries to
illuminate a decision or set of decisions, why they were taken, how they are
implemented and with what results. According to Yin (2009, pp.18) a case study is
used to understand a real life phenomenon in-depth. Almost all of the characteristics
mentioned earlier are applicable to my research of challenges and obstacles faced by
refugee’s entrepreneurs; furthermore, I have selected the case study approach as the
most suitable for my thesis.
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The study is a qualitative approach; qualitative data is collected and analyzed.
The case study approach goes naturally together with collection and analysis of
qualitative (no numerical) data.

4.2. Choice of Cases
The target will be focused on ten cases of refugee’s entrepreneurs; all the ten
are in Ankara Siteler Ondur. This area was chosen as Siteler neighborhood in Ankara,
is known as a Syrian neighborhood these days. It is filled with Syrian refugees who
have fled violence in their homeland. On the main road through the neighborhood,
Selcuk Street, from the barbershop to the butcher, Arabic signs catch one's eye. All my
cases were focused on Syrians as they are the only refugees who are given permission
by the government to open their business without strict constrains. The initial choice
of refugee’s business was done randomly as walking through the main street of Siteler
Ondur. Conducting interviews with the refugees was not easy as most of the refugees
refused for the interview to be recorded on fear that their claims might be taken against
them. In the event of a busy schedule, I usually met with them on lunch time.

4.2.1. Description of Cases
For ethical issues, in this study we don’t use participants ‘real names, instead
we used psuodenames. In table 4.1 participants’ psuodenames are provided.
Table 4.1. Psuodenames
Participants

Psuodenames

P1

Rooney

P2

Jeff

P3

Mike

P4

Tony

P5

George

P6

Mary

P7

John

P8

Harry

P9

Mart

P10

David
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Respondent (1) Rooney
Rooney came to Turkey in 2015 , all his family are living in Turkey ,worked
for one year in the labor market in Turkey, stated that he could not handle the situation
anymore in the labor market as he was not fully paid of his entitlements stated also
that most of the time nothing was paid, he is a care giver of a big family of 11 members
,for one whole year he was in debt by his friends as to try to support his family and
provide them with the basic needs ,at last he had to quit the labor market and start his
own business in 2018 to support his living expenses.

Respondent (2) Jeff
Jeff came to Turkey in 2014, worked for two years in the labor market in
Turkey in his field, he is mainly a butcher, this carrier was inherited by his family,
stated that this is the line he wishes to take all his life, worked in a butcher shop in
turkey to explore and understand the market, payment was weekly paid which did not
cover his living expenses and not up to the effort he is putting, Jeff educational
background was up to high school which is not sufficient to qualify him for
employment.

Respondent (3) Mike
Mike came to Turkey in 2014,he worked as a mobile technician in his country
of origin for 6 years ,3 years of his stay in Turkey was wasted in the labor market as
he stated ,Mike educational background is very low which does not qualify him to
access a position in an organization, his experience in the labor market has gave him
the ability to learn and develop his Turkish language skill ,during his period in the
labor market he has come to a conclusion that the labor market will not attain him and
help him to support his family due to the low wages paid.
According to Mike he had to leave the labor market as soon as possible as no
outcome regarding income, self-development was achieved, lately in 2018 he decided
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to start his own business to achieve his goals. At last after 2 years of exploring the
market he decided to start his own business (butcher shop).

Respondent (4) Tony
Tony came to Turkey in 2015, he was living in Adana, according to Tony in
Adana the work opportunities are very low, had to move to Ankara as advised by his
friends and relatives, Hussein was a taxi driver all his life in Syria, has no experience
in businesses, he is responsible for two families in which he is in need of a very high
income to provide their living expenses, has no educational background which limits
him to work as an employer, According to Tony he can’t get employed also due to his
medical condition which is (disc in his back), starting a business was the idle solution
for him.

Respondent (5) George
George came to Turkey in 2014, worked casually in the Turkey for three years
as a daily worker ,has no work experience in any kind of administrative work, all his
work experience in his country of origin was working as a driver, George stated that
the past three years in Turkey for him was very painful ,he was paid very low and
sometimes not paid for discrimination issues, has no right to file a complaint on his
employer as he works illegally (without a work permit) ,lastly he decided to start his
own business.

Respondent (6) Mary
Mary is a medicine student could not finish her degree due to the war in Syria
and had to flee to Turkey with her family, strained a lot to finish her studies in Turkey
but was rejected because of her age and language barrier, stayed two years at home
doing nothing, her father where their only income source, saw her father suffering a
lot in providing her family with the basic needs and decided to support him, they
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started cooking homemade food from their home and then expanded her business to a
place in her neighborhood Siteler

Respondent (7) John
John was already an entrepreneur in his country of origin owned a chain of
restaurants, During the events in Aleppo two of his branches were destroyed, so he
decided to shut down his business and move to Damascus to start from zero, he knew
that turkey hosts Syrian refugees but preferred to start first in Damascus as his lass
option, he was contacted from one of his Turkish suppliers and proposed to him to
come and be his partner in Turkey, accepted the offer and moved to Turkey to establish
his restaurants chain again.

Respondent (8) Harry
Harry is an English teacher had to flee his country after the war, he has decided
to come to Turkey to seek resettlement to a third country through the united nations
program for refugees, this is the third year and the process is ongoing, his personal
income has started to finish and the process period for resettlement is unknown, so he
decided to establish his own business as to provide his family with the basic needs.

Respondent (9) Mart
Mart came Turkey after the events in Syria, he owned a boutique ,Mart was not
planning to come to Turkey stated that he had no choice and Turkey was the safest and
easiest place to leave to , Mart has strong ties with all his family ,they all work and
live together from uncles brothers and sisters, there plan was going to a European
country and start from zero but because of their big family size they decided to come
to Turkey and follow the United Nation resettlement program, has a lot of friends and
relatives in Turkey who advised him to try to settle in Turkey until his process finishes
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as it will takes a very long time, so he decided to start his own business as he struggled
in obtaining a job that suits him.

Respondent (10) David
David came to Turkey in 2013 after the situation became very dangerous in
Syria, David has his uncle living in Turkey and has advised them to move to Turkey
as Turkey hosts the Syrian refugees, had no option for another place, he worked as a
banker in Syria, has no previous experience in business sector.
He worked in Turkey for three years as a cashier in a restaurant in Siteler for
one for his uncle’s friend, the money he used to earn was enough only for the supplying
him with the standard needs for his family, stated that the first three years in Turkey
was very difficult, had to work for long hours every day, after three years he decided
to establish his business after having sufficient experience.

4.3. Data Collection Methods
The method used was a semi-structured interview with refugee’s
entrepreneurs, guided by an interview guide.

4.3.1. Choice of Semi-Structured Interviews with Face to Face Interviews
Interviews are conducted to get a proper answer for the research questions. The
type of interview used is a semi-structured interview, where the set of questions are
not identical. The questions may change from interview to interview. Data collection
can have two phases either notes or the interview to be voice recorded.

The

arrangement of the questions varied since these refugee entrepreneurs have different
background and business ideas. The semi-structured interview is the most applicable
way to understand the respondent point of view on a particular topic. Semi-structured
interview gives the research participant to go deeper in explaining a particular topic,
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furthermore its time consuming. The interview was conducted in the Arabic language,
the translation and data were made by the researcher as Arabic is his mother language,
fluent in English as it is considered as his second language.
Questions that were asked during the interviews are listed below: -

Personal Questions
1- Did you have any business experience in your home country before
starting a business in Turkey?
2- Why did you choose Turkey?
3- Why did you start a business on your own?
4- Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
5- What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
6- What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
7- What major challenges are you facing right now in your business activities
when running your business?
8- Was it hard or easy to get finance for your business startup? If hard, how?
For instance, your requirement and availability for finance.
9- Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in running
your business?
If difficult, to what extent?
10- Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what
extent?
11- Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your
business?
12- How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access to
market? If it is difficult, how?
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13- Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the rules
on how to run a business in turkey? If it is difficult, how?
Business Idea
14- What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
15- What makes your business different from that of another person having a
similar business?

4.3.1.1. The Interview Guide
Challenges faced by entrepreneurs are explained and summarized in chapter
two, from the nine categories, the interview guide (see appendix) was constructed. I
narrowed my questions on the headings such as access to finance, access to
information and advice, management skills, access to information technology and
administrative and regulatory requirement as to make it easier for the respondent.
Face-to-face interviews are interviews conducted in the research field with the
respondent and interaction between the researcher and a single participant. The faceto-face interview was chosen for my thesis because it allows the research participant
to give more information concerning the research topic. The researcher can ask as
many questions as possible and also additional questions can come during the
interview.
Ten interviews were conducted in Ankara, Siteler, the interview was in Arabic
language.

4.3.2. Open-Ended Questionnaire
According to W. Lawrence Neuman (2014, pp.207) an open-ended
questionnaire is a method of observing events in a field setting, a way to measure
symbolic content in the mass media, or any process that reflects, documents, or
represents the abstract construct as its expressed in the conceptual definition, the big
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plus of an open-ended questionnaire is that you're not putting any limits on the
response. That means your survey respondents can tell you anything they feel is
relevant and anything they want you to know, an open-ended question cannot be
answered with a "yes" or "no" response, or with a static response. Open-ended
questions are phrased as a statement which requires a response. The response can be
compared to information that is already known to the researcher, at the start of the
research the questionnaire was not in the plan, while on the field search most of the
respondent refused to record the interview as they are working illegally and considered
recording to be a risky tool for their business, five questionnaires is added to the
research plan to support the data collected.

4.4 Analysis of the Data.
The analysis of the data has been made in 2 steps:
According to W. Lawrence Neuman (2014, pp.179) to interpret means to
assign significance or coherent meaning, the analysis phase was made according to
first, second and third interpretations, according to W. Lawrence Neuman (2014,
pp.179) People who create social activities and behavior have personal reasons or
motives for what they do. This is first-order interpretation. As we discover and
reconstruct this first-order interpretation, it becomes a second-order interpretation
because we come from the outside to discover what has occurred. In a second-order
interpretation, we elicit an underlying coherence or sense of meaning in the data. To
generalize or link the second-order interpretation to a theory or general knowledge we
move to a broad level of interpretation, or third-order interpretation by which they
assign general theoretical significance to the data.
According to Timmons and Spinelli, (2009) mentioned previously in the
literature review, A business idea and challenges are linked together, business idea is
a very critical strategic tool for entrepreneurs. A perfect business idea not only support
entrepreneurs to focus on the specific steps necessary for there to make business ideas
succeed, but it also helps them to achieve both their short-term and long-term
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objectives. Business idea and challenges were used as codes to achieve the desired
outputs of the second interpretation.

4.4.1. Coding Process
W. Lawrence Neuman (2014) explains the importance of being aware when it
comes to coding and recommends a number of steps that should be considered. For
this research the steps presented by W. Lawrence Neuman (2014) were chosen, as it
showed to be the most appropriate for this research. Therefore, the process of coding
was started as soon as the data became saturated, ten interviews and five
questionnaires. The researcher read through all the answers in order to get a general
overview of the responses after which the answers were read a second time. The second
time the answers were read; notes were recorded concerning key words or phrases in
the answers – in other words the answers were coded. The codes were then reviewed
and main concepts were established under which the codes were categorized which are
the nine perception in CEEDR (2000, p. 98), the perceptions of specialist agencies of
the main problems facing ethnic minority entrepreneurs which are access to finance
,administrative and regulatory requirements ,management/ training skills ,access to
information and advice ,marketing and sales skills ,access to technology ,cost of living
and operations ,working longer hours ,language barrier. The categorization of the
answers into concepts allowed the reoccurring barriers that had been voiced to become
apparent.
- A short note of each of the findings in the thirteen cases (first and second
order interpretation) reported in chapter 5, and including a table of summary
of them (section 5.11)
- An analysis of the areas of challenges (third order interpretation) on the
thirteen cases, reported in chapter five.
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4.5. Reliability
There are some limitations with using an open ended questionnaire. There is a
risk of data collected, such as uninformed responses given by the respondents because
of their illegal activities majority of the respondent has not got a legal license for
establishing their business which might put their activities at risk most of the time the
respondents try to avoid explaining the process of their activities to protect their
business. This may reduce the reliability of the questionnaire. However, through the
pilot study for the research, the interview guide and questions were tested to confirm
that they are properly interpreted to the respondents. A lack of information was in fact
voiced by a number of respondents, which in turn made it a barrier rather than an
uninformed response, and therefore possibly sidestepping this limitation.

4.6. Limitations
One major important limitation is that the study was conducted in Ankara
which is considered the political capital of Turkey, majority of the Syrian refugees
lives in Mersin Istanbul, Hatay which are considered touristic places and the Syrian
culture are kind of accepted by the community, Ankara is the political capital which is
considered a unique city where rules, regulations and regulatory are very difficult to
meet not a generalization for the entire population of Syrians. Touristic cities like
Istanbul Mersin Hatay and Gaziantep with mixture of people and market size allow
the city to host different types of ethnic businesses.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS

5.1. Findings Based on the Cases; First and Second Order Interpretations
5.1.1. Rooney
Country of origin

: Syria

Method of interview : Face to face
Duration of interview : 30 minutes

5.1.1.1. Business Idea and Challenges
Rooney’s business idea was opening a café serving cocktail juices as it is a
famous trend in Syria and no competitors where available at the beginning of opening
his business, his strategy was serving a cocktail juice by employing a professional juice
maker who has experience in this field for five years, his initial starting capital was
from his personal savings friends and family, no other source to obtain a loan from.

“As a refugee in the regulations and laws we have the rights to access any bank or other
entity that provide services to the local citizens but this regulation is just a formality no
one is actually taking it into concern and it’s not effective, anywhere I approached for
support rejected my request as soon as they see my status as a refugee”

No complain was made on regard of administrative work. Govermental
regulations at his starting point was an issue due to the un availability of resources, no
guiding was found in opening a new business, language barrier was an issue in
obtaining information from official offices, he added that today it has become easier.

“There are many voluntary information awareness provided by municipalities and
Ngos furthermore there is an Arabic line for the ministry of labor and social
development which has taken a huge burden for starters,”
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As a refugee he is not obliged to obtain a license in this area Siteler and the
governments are easy on them as it’s known as a Syrians refugee resident

“Any other place rather than Siteler strict regulations are applied “

the need and must of employing Turkish citizens in the regulation is a very
complicated law which they can’t be applied for reasons of language barriers and that
the numbers of unemployed refugees in their community is very high which give them
the priority to be employed rather than the citizens.
Marketing of his product is made only through social media (Face book),
According to Rooney his market is only focused for the Syrians community,
can’t access and compete into the Turkish market.

5.1.2. Reasons for Business Location
Siteler was chosen as it has the biggest Syrian community in Ankara,
governmental regulation is not strict, rents are cheap and his market is based and
focused on the Syrian community.

5.2. Jeff
Country of origin

: Syria

Duration of Interview : 25 minutes

5.2.1. Business Idea and Challenges
Jeff business idea was planned since the first day he came to Turkey, after
working in the labor market and exploring the market need he decided to open his own
butcher and sell products of meat and chicken with high quality standards, Jeff stated
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that the starting capital was obtained from his personal savings friends and family
which is the only source to obtain support from,

“No other official entity that provides financial assistance to refugees”

The starting capital was not hard to obtain, procedures and governmental work
to start a business in Turkey is very difficult but as for him as a refugee it is not difficult
due to that the first two years for entrepreneurs in Siteler they are not obliged to obtain
a license, no taxes are paid nor certain specification are needed.

“In Siteler it is easier for a refugee to start a business than the locals, there aren’t any
awareness on how to open a business and it’s very complicated to obtain such official
information due to the language barrier”

Working for long hours was a major issue for Jeff, there is no marketing for
his product, the only marketing according to Jeff is the way you treat your customer,
even if you sell the best product without mutual trust with customer the business will
not succeed this is the strategy used by Jeff,

5.2.2. Reasons for Choosing the Business Location
According to Jeff he came to Ankara as it’s the capital of Turkey with a lot of
opportunities as advised from his friends, Jeff then comprehended that he found
himself trapped, stated that as refugee you can’t travel from city to city without
obtaining a permission from the migration office which is difficult to obtain, Jeff stated
that his ID card was issued in Ankara which restricted his movement to move to any
other city, Siteler was chosen as it is known as small Aleppo in Ankara with largest
census of Syrians in Turkey.

5.3. Mike
Country of Origin

: Syria

Duration of Interview : 25 minutes
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5.3.1. Business Idea and Challenges
Mike business idea came after exploring the market and finding that the Arabic
speaker’s mobile technician’s numbers are very low, Mike stressed that his community
is suffering a lot in approaching a shop for maintenance of their mobile phones due to
language barrier, this has motivated him start his own business, the challenges faced
by Mike was the initial starting capital, as he stressed the fact that there is isn’t any
official entity that support them financially in creating a business is one of the biggest
barriers faced, his starting capital was raised from his personal savings ,friends and
family.

“Access to governmental regulations and procedures where not a burden because of
my knowledge of the Turkish language”

He has also comprehended that without the language it becomes impossible,

“the status of a refugee has helped me a lot in starting my business (no license, no tax
paid) in the area of Siteler”

The strategy used by Mike in making his business successful is providing high
quality maintenance service which create trust with the customers, According to Mike
no marketing for his services was conducted, according to Mike his marketing is
created by the customers he serves, they are the ones who spread the quality of his
work to the others which attracts the customer for him, the only challenge Mike faces
in managing his work is working for long hours with no assistant, he tried to employ
an assistant but did not succeed in finding the right one for the job.

5.3.2 Reasons for Choosing the Business Location.
According to Mike he came to Ankara by coincidence and was stuck in it due
to the refugee’s law and regulation by the Turkish government which states that it’s
restricted for a refugee to leave the city where his identification card is issued, so he
could not explore the other markets in Turkey.
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Siteler was chosen because of its tremendous numbers of Syrian refugees and
the fact that the governmental laws and procedures for starting a business in Siteler is
reduced has motivated him to start his business in this area.

5.4. Tony
Country of Origin

: Syria

Interview Duration

: 25 minutes

5.4.1. Business Idea and Challenges.
Tony business idea came after consultation with his friends and relatives, to open
a supermarket with Syrian product as it requires a minimum starting capital with strong
purchasing power, also one of the motives for the supermarket is that the Syrian product
are given in debt and long term payment without the need to pay immediately.

“The initial starting capital was very hard to obtain, no official entity provides
financial support”

Governmental laws and procedures were a real obstacle for him due to the
language barrier,

“I took many advantages of my status as a refugee which reduced the governmental
laws and procedures at the beginning (no license, no taxes paid), in the future I will
face many issues during obtaining the license as all my products are Syrian products
which are not authorized to be sold in Turkey”

One of the biggest challenges he is facing is his competitors for instance (Bim,
Şok), due to that they work with high standards and quality, the strategy he is using in
making his business successful is the way he treats and deals with his customers in
order to build a mutual trust ,also the main strategy he is using in maintaining a
successful business is opening accounts for his customers to be paid monthly which
makes him different and unique from other shops, no marketing for his products is
conducted.
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5.4.2. Reasons for Choosing the Business Location
Tony business line is selling Syrian products, His market is focused mainly on
Syrian customers, and Siteler is the biggest area for Syrian refugees in Ankara.

5.5. George
Country of Origin

: Syria

Duration of Interview : 20minutes

5.5.1. Business Idea and Challenges
George business idea came from his experience in Turkey while working as an
assistant in one of the supermarket in Turkey, he understood everything regarding the
management and running of a store, so he decided to start his business.

“At the beginning of establishing my business I faced many obstacles before
discovering Siteler”

He faced a lot of discrimination issues for instance while on his search for finding
a place to rent, the owners refused to rent him when they knew he is a refugee, on the other
hand the owners who accepted to rent doubled the price for him.
Obtaining a license for his store out of Siteler was also a major obstacle for
him as the regulation are very difficult (as 5 percent only of the employers should be
foreigners and the rest are citizens), the fees for the license is extremely high for a
starter between 7000 to 15000 Turkish lira. While on his search for a place he met a
friend who gave him the idea to establish his business in Siteler where the
governmental regulations and procedures for refugees are reduced to its minimum (no
license, no taxes) for the first two years. this was his main motivation to start a business
in Siteler, he started a supermarket where his products are both Syrian and local ones,
the starting capital was very difficult to find, found support by friends and family, has
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got no experience in marketing his product, George comprehended that selling for his
Syrian community does not depend on the product the major strategy is the way you
act towards them and how you treat them, according to George trust is the major
strategy to attract customers.

5.6. Name: Mary
Country of Origin

: Syria

Duration of Interview : 60 minutes

5.6.1. Business Idea and Challenges
Mary’s business idea was developed as to support her father, she had to find a
simple idea from home, her grandmother has been a house wife all her life with
cooking experience for more than 45 years, she decided to provide delicious
homemade food with the help of her mother and grandmother who are also
accompanying her in her stay at home, the major challenges that they faced where at
the beginning in how to attract the customers and how to market their product.

“Finance was not a problem as we used at the beginning the products we had at
home and slowly developed our capital”

At the beginning she used the social media to attract her customers; Mary also
added that she had to expand her business as the neighbors in the building started to
complain.

5.6.2. Reason for Business Location:
Siteler is her neighborhood it was chosen by her father as it has a strong power
of purchase and the rents are low, her father is friend of many business owners in
Siteler market where they have advised him on how smooth to establish a business in
Siteler as there is no administrative and regulatory work needed, their main challenge
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was finding the place, the place is only used as a display of the samples they produce
and a delivery point, the lab is their home kitchen.

5.7. Name: John
Country of origin

: Syria

Duration of interview : 55 minutes

5.7.1. Business Idea and Challenges
The idea was already in mind as it’s his previous line; the strategy he used was
providing food with high quality and reasonable prices, johns first branch was in the
city center.

“Everything regarding governmental work where very difficult to meet but with the
help of my local partner it was acceptable approaching the official offices without
an interpreter is impossible”

According to John the rents in the city center are very high but it’s worth the
price because of the strong power of purchase in the city center, John did not face any
management issues as he has ten years of experience in this line and his educational
background is sufficient to enable him to compete in the market, language barrier was
a main issue he faced but was overcome as an interpreter was assigned for him.

5.7.2. Reason for Business Location

“Establishing a business in Siteler is much easier than establishing a business in his
country of origin”

His first branch was located in the city center as recommended by his partner,
his second branch was established in Siteler as the rents were cheap, no administrative
and regulatory work needed,
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5.8. Name: Harry
Country of Origin

: Syria

Duration of Interview : 45 minutes

5.8.1. Business Idea and Challenges
Harry is living in Siteler and friend of many of the business owners in Siteler,
the idea to establish a business came from his friends as they advised him with that
starting a business in Siteler is very simple as no regulatory and administrative papers
needed, Harry had no previous background on how to establish a business nor the
marketing and, management skills, his strategy is providing hot falafel sandwiches as
it’s the favorite meal by his Syrian community and the starting capital is very low as
the equipment needed is not much, Harry’s main challenge was obtaining the initial
capital
“I struggled a lot as the bank rejected my loan request; the capital was obtained from
my personal savings and friends”

5.8.2. Reason for Business Location
The business location was chosen according to his living stay, Harry lives in
Sitelar, his market is focused on the Syrian community and establishing a business in
Sitelar is not expensive.

5.9. Name: Mart
Country of Origin

: Syria

Duration of Interview : 45 minutes

5.9.1. Business Idea and Challenges
The business idea was already in his mind as it’s his previous line and had
previous business with Turkish suppliers, the strategy he used is selling women and
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kids ware to the Syrian community in Siteler as the city center is far from them, at the
beginning he planned to locate his business in the city center but everything was
difficult for him to meet,

“The rents are very high; the need of a local partner is a very difficult requirement to meet”

language barrier was a main issue for him but found support from his friends,
Mart at the beginning of his search wanted to quit as he will not find a local partner,
finally he was advised by his friends to start in Siteler as no difficult requirements
needed, all he needs is finding the right place, his starting capital was obtained from
his personal savings, no support was found from any official entity,

“Without my personal savings it would be very difficult to obtain the finance for my
business”

Did not complain regarding the management, and used the social media as his
marketing method.

5.9.2. Reason for Business Location
Mart stated that he had no choice; he chose Siteler as he can comply with its
requirement, Mart preferred to establish his business in the city center but it was
impossible for him.

5.10. Name: David
Country of origin

: Syria

Duration of interview : 45minutes

5.10.1. Business Idea and Challenges
The business idea was developed from his previous job as a cashier in a Syrian
restaurant in Siteler, he stated that the profit was very high and the management was
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not difficult, David business strategy is providing Syrian fast food sandwiches with
Turkish local sandwiches taste, the business idea he established was the first in the
street, as all the restaurants in the street were Syrians, he chose Siteler from the
beginning as he knew all the regulations and requirement were easy.

“In Siteler all you need is finding the perfect place and funding, no entity supports
the refugees”,

The initial capital was difficult to find the initial capital was obtained by his
personal savings and a huge support from his uncle and by the help of his family, he
used the social media to market his products.
“Anywhere outside siteler, establishing a business for a refugee is impossible as the
requirements are very difficult to meet”

The major issue is finding a local partner; the locals will not put the trust on
us as we are not welcomed by them.

5.10.2. Reason for Business Location
He worked for three years in Siteler and is familiar with all the procedures,
stressed that the cost for operation is very low as the rents are acceptable

5.11. Table of Summary of the Cases
The table below summarizes the main findings from the respondents that are
needed for the analysis phase.
Table 5.1 are the extracted data from the respondent that matches CEEDR
(2000, p. 98), the nine perceptions of specialist agencies of the main problems facing
ethnic minority entrepreneurs for analysis of the data.
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Table 5.1. Table of Summary of the Cases
Descriptions

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

Business

Family

Business

No business

No business

No business

experience

Owner

Business

owner

experience

experience

experience

Type of

General

experience

trading

Past business

Present business
country of
origin

Butcher

Mobile phone

No

shop

experience

No experience

No
experience

P7

Business owner

Restaurants

P8

P9

P10

No business

Business

No business

experience

owner

experience

No

Men’s

No

experience

boutique

experience

P11

Business owner

P12

P13

No business

No business

experience

experience

Perfume shop

No experience

No
experience

Café

Butcher

Mobile shop

Market

Market

Restaurant

restaurant

restaurant

Boutique

Restaurant

Shop

Coffee shop

restaurant

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

Syria

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

High school

High school

Primary

Primary

Bachelor

school

school

degree

Selling

Selling Syrian

Syrian

and local

product

product

Extra income

Extra income

Came from an
entrepreneur
family

Level of

High

educated

school

Business idea

Reasons for
owing a
business

fresh
smoothies

Butcher high
quality
products

Mobile
maintenance

Self

Self-

generating

employed

employed

extra income

Homemade
food

Extra income

Business
management
degree

Fast food

Self employed

Bachelor
degree

Falafel
sandwiches

Extra income

High school

Bachelor
degree

High school

Bachelor
degree

High school

Women and

Syrian and

Composition of

Serving

kids

Turkish

international

refined Syrian

Syrian

boutique

cosine

perfume brand

coffee

shawerma

Extra income

Self employed

Extra income

Extra income

Self
employed

Serving
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5.12. Findings Based on Area of Challenges Third Order Interpretations
5.12.1. Language (HC)
Language skills are a very critical tool in the business world. Effective
communications with customers play a vital role in a business success, language barrier
is another challenge faced by the majority of the refugees, during my research only one
of the respondents is of knowledge of the local language while the others lack it,
knowledge of the local language of any host country is vital to integrate easily in the
community. When refugees move to their new society they have to learn the language
in order to communicate efficiently with customers, today as observed from our finding
refugees came to Turkey as a gateway to seek resettlement in the European countries;
the refugees have comprehended that at the beginning they expected their stay in Turkey
to be less than one year and that’s was the main reason preventing them from learning
the language and getting involved in anything related to the community, after realizing
that there stay in Turkey could be for a life time, they were already stuck within their
Syrian community and the Turkish language did not become a priority for them as they
have no use for it within their community, the majority of the entrepreneurs are old in
age with big family members, in every family at least there is one speaking the local
language who turns to become an interpreter for the whole family decreasing the
possibility and motivation for the other to learn the language. According to (Wauters &
Lambrecht, 2006) because of language problems, refugees are only able to follow
courses after some time in the host country, or even not at all. Language skill is indeed
an important matter for entrepreneurs, with regard to their clients as well as
communication with all kinds of authorities.

5.12.2. Administrative Regulatory Requirements (SC)
Challenges faced by refugee’s entrepreneurs in Siteler in terms of
administrative and regulatory requirements are not found. As we observed from four
of our cases the situation is completely different out of Siteler ,at the plan of their
business they were planning to run their business in the city center but because of the
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regulatory and administrative which are very difficult to meet they had to move to
Siteler, they have comprehended that the need of a local partner is impossible to find
as they are not welcomed by the community, the license fees is very high for starters
,one of the major issue is that the employment regulation which states to employ one
foreigner for every five local workers, for refugees it’s very hard to meet as most of
them lack the knowledge of the local language and the majority of the businesses is a
family business. According to Hudson and Martenson (2001). Legal barriers,
restrictions and unnecessary ‘red tape’ are particularly hard for refugees to overcome,
as they are new to the system and unfamiliar with the customs and the institutions in
charge.
In Siteler the situation is different as it’s known as a Syrian community
neighborhood they are not obliged by the government to obtain a license ,no taxes are
paid and the specifications for running a business is not considered, from my empirical
study the refugee in Siteler can establish a business easier than in their home country,
the majority stressed that putting hand on administrative and regulatory information
from official offices are impossible because of the language barrier, only one of the
cases has stated that the ministry of trade has opened an Arabic hot line for inquiries
,but when I investigated on his statement by one of my colleagues who has been
working in an official office, he has informed me that the information is right but until
now the line is not on duty.

5.12.3. Lack of Finance (FC)
The fact that they are not welcomed by the community, refugee’s entrepreneurs
are not willing to seek any kind of support from the nationals. The finding indicates
that all refugees’ entrepreneurs in Siteler faced the challenge of lack of finance for
their initial capital. Almost all of them have been through “Access to start up finance”
as a major challenge for establishing their business. The majority of refugees obtained
their initial capital from their personal savings and support from family and friends. In
order to raise money for their business, all of the cases as we observed indicated that
they are going through similar obstacles to obtain their startup capital and also have
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similar means of obtaining their initial capital for instance such as personal savings,
and support from their families and friends. All refugee entrepreneurs in Siteler
mentioned that raising their startup finance is the most critical obstacle faced, due to
that there isn’t any entity that supports them financially. The majority comprehended
that all the banks they approached has rejected their request due to their current status
as a refugee. Majority of the respondents stressed that the local banking system is
completely discriminating, they have comprehended that they have no access to any
kind of financial support or credit cards. When entrepreneurs rely on informal ways of
financing, the challenges and struggle often become more difficult as their sources are
limited and do not expect any kind of risk. The majority has personal savings or relies
on their families and friend with limited resources to support them to establish their
business. The significance of the finance challenge is in line with the past research.
According to Maschoa, (2015) Refugees are not judged based on their characteristic
features (e.g. skin color) but on their foreign status, there are several ways to obtain
finance: from the bank, from institutions granting small credit and from family and
friends. None of these sources of finance are self-evident for refugees, however (Gold
1992).

5.12.4. Working Longer Hours (HC)
Refugee’s entrepreneurs in Seteler are also struggling in area of working for
longer hours. The reasons that refugee’s entrepreneur’s work for longer hours is for
monitoring their business and the majority has stressed that in order to employ an
assistant it requires a big amount of money and correlated with the Turkish regulation
it’s impossible as the law states that for every foreigner five locals has to be present,
in order for such kind of law to be implicated it needs a well established and settled
businesses, refugees businesses are made just to comply with their daily living
expenses and considering splitting their income with another partner is impossible
therefore they rather work for long hours.
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5.12.5. Management Skills and Training (HC)
Management skills and training was not seen as obstacles faced by the
refugee’s entrepreneurs. Observing the obstacles faced by refugee’s entrepreneurs in
Siteler it indicates that the majority of the entrepreneurs lack the knowledge of
management and training due to their low educational background. In my outcomes
these issues is not taken as a major obstacle due to that the majority of entrepreneurs
stressed that their business is quite simple and does not require any kind of trainings
as almost the majority of the businesses established are traditional businesses already
trained during their life time cycle, refugees entrepreneurs in Sitelar are in a survival
stage, the strategies adopted at the beginning did not include a future plan or a future
perspective the majority of the refugees were typically forced to establish their own
businesses as no opportunities were find in Turkey and their qualifications does not
meet the market requirements , but future wise they will suffer dramatically in the
development and expansion of their business as management and training skills are the
major factors for success of any business, According to CEEDR (2000) one of the
major obstacles observed by starting entrepreneurs is issues in accessing new markets
and developing the level of marketing and management skills.

5.12.6. Marketing/Sales and Competition (HC/SC)
The obstacles in accessing the market and lack of marketing skills are one on
the major issues faced by refugee’s entrepreneurs. The majority of the cases when
asked about their marketing skills had no answer as they depended on passing
customers in the street unfortunately the majority educational level is very low which
makes them limited when it comes to marketing. According to CEEDR (2000) one of
the major obstacles observed by starting entrepreneurs is issues in accessing new
markets and developing the level of marketing skills. The main reason behind this is
their low educational background and the methods they use has vanished way back
and rarely used which is words of mouth as their promotional tools in their business,
refugees marketing and sales are narrowed only within their community, they are
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blocking themselves from getting in touch or contact with the nationals which makes
their work more complicated.
This type of marketing is inadequate for a successful business and prevents its
development. The findings revealed that they used different methods which are
marketing through social media through WhatsApp and Face book but this method
was only conducted at the beginning of their business startup. Refugee’s entrepreneurs
in Siteler are not faced with the problem of high competition as Siteler is a small
market and absence of other business activities can be taken as an advantage.
According to Hiebert (2002) being embedded in a social network is a helpful, if not a
necessary, asset for an entrepreneur, as we mentioned before refugees lack this type of
knowledge as their educational background is very low.
When refugee’s entrepreneurs are unable to understand the language they will
face critical issues to clear understand the rules in operating a business in a foreign
environment. Knowledge of the local language plays a big role in easier operating
and running of the business.

5.12.7. Access to Technology (HC)
Access to technology is not seen as an obstacle for the refugee’s entrepreneurs
in Siteler because of their low education background and they don’t see a use for it.
According to Timmons 1996 knowledge and information about technology-based
issues is related to education. During my research the findings revealed that no one
took into consideration the use of technology which nowadays is the main gateway to
a successful business. The majority of the refuges entrepreneurs did not mention this
challenge which indicates that this is not a major obstacle for the entrepreneurs in
Siteler. On observing our literature review little has been made on the relation between
refugee’s entrepreneurs and technology, according to Timmons (1996) technology- or
knowledge-based small and medium sized enterprise is often also high-growth SMEs.
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5.12.8. Access to Information (HC/SC)
Access to information was rarely stressed by the respondents as an obstacle,
majority of the of the respondent stated that their businesses are quite simple and casual,
there was no need to seek advice from any entity, the advices they get is just from their
close friends and family, refuges sometime take advices from informal sources and takes
it into consideration which leads to a very high risk for the success of the business, the
majority of them has stressed that in order to take an advice they have to approach an
official entity where the language used is the local language, lack of the local language is
considered as a barrier to approach those kind of information, According to Wauters and
Lambrecht (2006) The lack of a relevant network can have far-reaching consequences for
refugee entrepreneurs. Lacking an extended and relevant network, refugees risk receiving
only partial or even wrong information.

5.12.9. Cost of Living and Operations (FC)
The high cost of living is one of the major challenges faced by refugee’s
entrepreneurs and was the main motive for initiating their business. Siteler is a poor
class area the entrepreneurs has not complained from the cost of operation from rents
to bills to other administrative work, three of the refugees who planned at the
beginning to start their business in the city center has stressed on the price of the rents
and administrative works but all of them has comprehended that in Siteler all the
operation cost are suitable and acceptable .locating your business in the city center is
actually normal for the rents to be high as for the presence of more opportunities and
power of purchasing is very strong at the center of the city. The majority of the
refugees has stressed that the low rents of the businesses in Siteler is taken as an
advantage as it has a major impact on the profit they make. An alternative way of
surviving possible in regard to the fact that entrepreneurs being embedded in certain
social networks, enabling the reduction of their transaction costs in both, formal and
informal ways (Portes, 1995).
The table 5.2 summarizes the challenges faced by refugees in Siteler.
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5.13. Table of Summary of the Challenges Faced.
Table 5.2 analyze the challenges faced in Siteler in percentage wise According
to CEEDR (2000, p. 98), the nine perceptions of specialist agencies of the main
problems facing ethnic minority entrepreneurs which are access to finance,
administrative and regulatory requirements, management / training skills, access to
information and advice, marketing and sales skills, access to technology, cost of living
and operations, working longer hours, language barrier. In the below flow chart is the
findings according to Timmons 3 major components for a successful business.
Table 5.2. Table of Summary of the Challenges Faced.
Challenges

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

R1
0

R1
1

R1
2

R1
3

Percentag
e

Language
barrier

Ye
s

Ye
s

No

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

92%

Administrativ
e and
regulatory
requirements

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

Yes

Yes

No

No

76%

Lack of
finance

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

No

Ye
s

No

Ye
s

Ye
s

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

62 %

Working long
hours

Ye
s

No

Ye
s

Ye
s

No

No

No

Ye
s

Ye
s

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

62%

Management
skills

Ye
s

No

No

Ye
s

Ye
s

Ye
s

No

Ye
s

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

54%

Marketing
and sales
skills

No

No

No

Ye
s

Ye
s

yes

No

Ye
s

No

No

No

Yes

No

38%

Access to
technology

No

Ye
s

No

Ye
s

Ye
s

No

No

Ye
s

No

No

No

Yes

No

38%

Cost of living
and operation

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

23%

5.14. Findings on the Challenges Influencing Refugee’s Entrepreneurial
Performance and Success in Turkey
According to Timmons (1996), there are three important components in
entrepreneurial process, these components are necessary when starting up a new
business, and they include opportunities, resources and institutional frame work, figure
5.10.1 explains the attributes allocated with the three components that was indicated
from the study, it analyzes the availability and missing attributes faced by the refugees
to ensure an ongoing successful business.
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Refugee’s entrepreneur’s
challenges performance
and success

Opportunity

Resources

Institutional
framework

Finance

Access to
informal source
of finance with
limited
resources
(borrowing
money from
friends and
family), no
support from
official offices

Marketing and

Working

Access to

Language

Administrative and

Management skills

long hours

technology

barriers

regulatory work

Low
educational
back ground
Educations
helps in finding
business
opportunities,
better risk
assessment,
better customer
orientation,
helps in
efficient new
product
development, in
becoming more
innovative.

Working
long hours
due to
limited
knowledge
in
managemen
t skills

Technology
plays a major
role in
business
success; the
modern
market is
based on
technology,
limited use
by refugees

As a result of the
difference in
ways business is
done in their host
country which is
different from
that in their
present
environment
couple with
language
barriers. These
make it difficult
for them to
understand how
to operate a
business in their
new
environment.

Lack of
formalities of
business rules
and
regulations
-lack of
business
counseling
-none existent
business
information
counters.
-language
barrier

-not welcomed
by community

Figure 5.1. Findings on the Challenges Influencing Refugee’s Entrepreneurial
Performance and Success in Turkey

5.15. Comparisons of the Findings with the Related Empirical Studies on
Refugees Entrepreneurship
Comparing Refugee’s entrepreneurs in Ankara with the previous literature
reviews indicates that the refugees are faced with almost all the difficulties faced by
the others, but in Siteler there are advantages and disadvantages, in Siteler the
governmental requirements are not taken into consideration as Siteler is considered as
a closed market for the Syrian refugees, acquiring easy requirements to establish a
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business makes it easier for the refugees to create their business as from our field
search it showed that all the businesses are not up to standards which makes it
impossible for the entrepreneurs to receive a license if the governmental requirements
were harsh on them.
The disadvantages of Siteler is that the market becomes a closed market
focusing only on their community as customers, Ankara is one of the biggest cities in
turkey with almost more than 6 million people, locating their businesses in the city
center would have made their business and their chances bigger for a successful
business.
Table 5.3. Comparisons of the Findings with the Related Empirical Studies on
Refugees Entrepreneurship
Publication

Publication
type,
context

J.A. Berns
(Judith)

Project

(2017)

Netherland

Dr Bram
Wauters &
Prof. Dr
Johan
Lambrecht

Report

Journal
article
Belgium

(2008)

Alrawadieh,
Z., Karayilan,
E., & Cetin,
G. (2018)

Aleksandra
Sagan,
(TheCanadian
Press2018)

Enow Carine
Manyi
(2010)

Data source

83 surveys with
refugees

Interviews with
8 advisers from
five counseling
offices to ethnic
entrepreneurship
and 15 refugees
of business
owner

Methods

Focus of study

Main findings

Comparison

Exploring
refugees
entrepreneurial
intent

The intent is present
and positively
influenced by attitude
to entrepreneurship
and the desire to
overcome blocked
mobility,

Our findings has
indicated and urged that
the motive or intent for
entrepreneurship has
generated after facing
difficulties in providing
their family with the
basic living needs, at the
beginning the intent was
not present.

Barriers to
Refugee
Entrepreneurship
in Belgium

Barriers were
classified under three
headings: market
opportunities and
access to
entrepreneurship,
human capital and
social networks, and
institutional and
societal environment.

Refugees in Turkey
especially in Ankara has
an enormous market
opportunity as their
community is the
biggest community in
Ankara, serving their
community can be
enough to establish a
settled business.

the study
demonstrates how
refugee
entrepreneurship
could help refugees
integrate to the socio
economic
environment of the
host country

Istanbul is a touristic
city were its market is
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
The study has explored the challenges faced by refugee’s entrepreneurs in
Siteler as Siteler is known as the main market for Syrian refugees in Ankara. Our
investigation was based on dividing the challenges into three categories: Human
Capital (HC), Social Capital (SC) and Financial Capital (FC), to explore the challenges
according to the theoretical background we used CEEDR research on the main
problems facing ethnic minority entrepreneurs (CEEDR, 2000, p. 98) which are
financial(FC), marketing, sales skills (HC/SC), cost of living and operations(FC),
administrating and regulatory requirement (HC/SC), working longer hours(HC),
management skills and language barriers(HC). Our case findings have indicated that
refugee entrepreneurs in Siteler are faced with three major challenges, access to
finance (FC), administrating and regulatory requirement (HC/SC) and language barrier
(HC).
The main issue behind obtaining finance is the discrimination on the side of the
provider as our findings indicates, according to. According to (Wauters & Lambrecht,
2006,) banks are not interested in sectors such as snack bars and telephone shops,
because the profitability is low, Bank loans are seldom sought due to the poor prospect
of success. When an entrepreneur faces difficulties in obtaining the financial capital at
the start up stage, his chances for success becomes limited and the risks increases, the
majority of the refugees have left everything behind in their country of origin and had to
start from scratch, all their support are from informal sources for instance family and
friends, refugees entrepreneurs are dragged into simple and casual businesses just to
survive, they start their business with whatever financial capital they raise, no plans or
strategies adopted at the beginning to start their business with. The second main issue
behind obtaining a financial capital from an official provider is the need to find a citizen
to sponsor the loan, refugees sees themselves not welcomed by the community, and they
are limiting their contacts within their Syrian community which makes their social
capital very low, this has negative consequences for attracting customers, particularly
Turkish customers. In addition, negative prospective of Turkish community towards
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refugee’s entrepreneurs (social capital) limit the number of success gradually. Because
of the prejudice from the locals regarding the whole system of refugees entrepreneurs,
refugees cannot reach all potential clients, they are not in contact with the citizens and
rarely get into contact with them in contexts where relationships is very difficult to meet.
Administrative and regulatory requirements is the major challenge faced by
refuges entrepreneurs outside Siteler, the license fees is very expensive for refugees
who has lost all their properties back home, mandatory local partner is a must for
refugees to establish a business, this specific regulation is impossible to meet as
refugees are not welcomed by the community and building trust with a local citizen is
incredibly difficult due to language barrier, refugees entrepreneurs are stuck only in
Siteler as the laws are not obliged.
Language skills are a very critical tool in the business world. Effective
communications with customer’s play a vital role in a business success, language
barrier is another challenge faced by the majority of the refugees, According to
Wauters and Lambrecht, (2006) insufficient language knowledge (human capital) is
not helpful in reducing this predisposition. After exploring the challenges faced by
refugees in Sitelar, the challenges observed where according to the standard of success
of an entrepreneur and the factors that should be accompanied to lead an entrepreneur
to a successful journey. Beside those major challenges our findings has indicated that
almost the majority of the refugees in Sitelar possess very low educational background
which makes it very difficult for them to integrate anywhere in a modern society,
refugees need very intensive work on their self-development to reach a high level of
social and human capital, education is always the number one gateway for integration
in any community.
Supporting refugee’s entrepreneurs, and even encouraging the refugees to be
part of the world of entrepreneurship, are the biggest gain and the key to any
community hosting refugees during their ordeal. Utilizing the enormous energy and
creative vitality of all refugees’ entrepreneurs will bring them and their hosts to
unprecedented levels of economic growth.
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6.1. Recommendations
The findings have indicated that the majority of the refugee entrepreneurs
possess low educational background and have the desire to expand their business to
the city center but they prefer Siteler as the governmental regulations are easy. The
reasons were discussed previously.
Authorities should provide extensive courses for refugee’s entrepreneurs on
entrepreneurship before establishing any kind of business,
Authorities should introduce the Microcredit institutions which create
opportunities for refugee entrepreneurs. They grant loans, though such loans are often
quite small but can be taken as a great potential to establish a business,
Authorities should try to instruct refugees on the frame work and protocols on
how to get involved in the Turkish market and provide extra facilities for the refugee’s
entrepreneurs as it has a big influence in the economic growth of the host country.
The local communities should be given continuous awareness on the benefits of
the refugees towards their country as to try to break the discrimination phenomena.
Government agencies, non-governmental organizations, and the private sector
with its institutions and companies should take the initiative and pay attention to
refugee’s entrepreneurs, empower them and support them not only financially, but also
develop and refine their ideas as well as develop and enhance their competitive spirit,
Breaking the language barrier by translating the Turkish laws into Arabic, and
the government appointing an Arabic-speaking staff in each area in direct contact with
the entrepreneurs,

6.2. Future Research
The refugees flow in Turkey is nonstop and due to the big community it is very
helpful for turkey that this refugee integration fulfills the requirements of the labor
market. The topic on refugee’s entrepreneurs is enormous and very attractive for
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researchers to dig deeply in it. Refugee’s entrepreneurship still has unanswered
questions and always the researchers are welcomed to investigate more on it.
Researchers can study refugee’s entrepreneurship in many ways. Our study has
explored refugee’s entrepreneurship challenges in Ankara (Siteler), their motive to
establish a business and the obstacles and challenges faced. Further researchers can
conduct studies on comparison of different ethnic groups and their behavior towards
business. My study was based on the views of refuges entrepreneur, future researcher
can explore and study the same topic with comparison with the local citizens.
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APPENDIX
Applicant 1
Rooney
Country of origin: Syria
Method of interview: face to face
Duration of interview: 30 minutes

Researcher:
1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before starting a
business in Turkey?
Respondent: Yes I worked for seven years in different kind of businesses in my country
of origin.

2-Researcher: - Why did you choose Turkey?
Respondent:- we had no choice ,I am from a Aleppo which is almost at the main
boarder of Turkey ,Turkey was the only solution for me and my family to save our
life’s, we entered illegally due to that half of the family had no passports ,turkeys
reputation on hosting Syrian refugees with a big market and opportunities is circulating
among almost all Syria, one of the major reasons also is that the smugglers does no
charge a high number.

3-Researcher: -why did you start a business on your own?
Respondent:-I came to turkey in 2015 , all my family are living in turkey ,worked for
one year in the labor market in turkey, I could not handle the situation anymore in the
labor market ,my employers are not fully paying my entitlements and most of the time
nothing was paid, I’m a care giver of a big family of 11 members ,for one whole year
I was in debt by friends as to try to support my family and provide them with the basic
needs ,at last I to quit the labor market and s tart my own business in 2018 to support
his living expenses.
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4-Researcher: - Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
Respondent: Yes all the support was from my family and friends my initial starting
capital was from my personal savings and support from friends and family,
Researcher: why didn’t you try to have support from banks or entities that provide
loans and assistance for business beginners?
Respondent : -no other source to obtain a loan from, as a refugee in the regulations and
laws we have the rights and access to any bank or other entity that provide services to
the local citizens but this law is just a formality no one is actually taking it into concern
and it’s not effective, all the doors I knocked for support rejected my request as soon
as they saw my refugee id card, one bank has accepted my request but they required
to have the same amount of loan to be deposited in the account to be taken as a pledge
,this is just an impossible and intolerant repellent regulation.

5-researcher: - What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent: the initial starting capital was hard to obtain, governmental regulations
and specifications are very difficult to meet.

6-researcher: What major challenges are you facing right now in your business
activities when running your business?
Respondent : -the main challenge is that when I first opened my business ,no one had
this idea ,but lately it had spread widely which required from our side to lower the
prices ,and also the major challenges is the flow of the customers to the shop, if the
flow in the future becomes constant ,no challenge will be faced.

7-researcher: Was it hard or easy to get finance for your business startup? If hard, how?
For instance your requirement and availability for finance?
Answered previously.
8-researcher: - Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in
running your business?
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If difficult, to what extent?
Respondent: -we don’t need access to information, running the business is not difficult
as we already have previous experience, no advices are found from anyone, as a
refugee for creating a business the only advice is to have faith in Allah and proceed.

9- Researcher: Was it easy or difficult to manage your business?
Respondent:-at the beginning it was very hard ,we were always struggling in the
finding the cheap and good quality ingredients but now after being involved in the line
,everything are delivered to the shop .

10-researcher: - How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access
to market? If difficult, how?
Respondent: -no tangible marketing is conducted, sometimes we post on the facebook
groups, but 90% of customers are depending on customers coming immediately from
the street.

11-Researcher: - Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the
rules on how to run a business in turkey?
Respondent:- Governmental regulations at the starting point was an issue due to the
unavailability of resources ,no guiding was found in opening a new business, language
barrier was an issue in obtaining information from official offices, but today it has
become easier as there are many voluntary information awareness provided by
municipalities and Ngoc, furthermore there is an Arabic line for the ministry of labor
and social development which has taken a huge burden for starters, as a refugee I’m
not obliged to obtain a license in this area siteler and the government are easy on us as
it’s known as a Syrians refugee resident but any other place rather than siteler strict
regulations are applied and the need and must of employing Turkish citizens in the
regulation is a very complicated law which we can’t apply for reasons of language
barriers and that the numbers of unemployed refugees in our community is very high
which give them the priority to be employed rather than the citizens.

12-researcher: - What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
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Respondent:-The business idea of opening a café serving cocktail juices as it is a
famous trend in Syria and no competitors where available at the beginning of opening
my business.

13-researcher: - What makes your business different from that of another person
having a similar business?
My strategy was serving a cocktail juice by employing a professional juice maker who
has experience in this field for more than five years, our quality of the product and
taste of the product is different from any other competitor as there are some ingredients
brought from Syria to give the required taste.
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Applicant 2
Jeff
Country of origin: Syria
Duration of interview: 55minutes
Researcher:
-1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before starting a
business in turkey?
Respondent:-Yes definitely we have a family business inherited since our ancestors,
working as a butcher is a life time job, in my childhood becoming a butcher was a
dream and goal ,all the children in my father family took their fathers as their role
model which obviously are butchers, as a child in between my cousins with the same
age ,the first kid who used to enter to this family business was given higher credits and
respect in-between the other kids of the same age.

Researcher: - 2-Why did you choose turkey?
Respondent:- am originally from Aleppo after the events and damage that happened in
Aleppo we had to flee to Damascus as it is more safer ,I have an uncle who is living in
turkey my father decided to move my sisters and mother to turkey as it safer and accepts
Syrian refugees, me my brothers and father had to move to Damascus to establish our
business from zero, at the beginning it was difficult to even find a place to rent as all the
citizens in the other provinces in Syria moved to Damascus and the rents where very
high ,after great pressure and tension we succeeded in obtaining a shop and reopened
again ,the revenues was a real shock it was better than Aleppo, but we faced when it
comes to transfer money to our family in turkey it took us a lot of efforts and because of
the dramatic economic inflation in Syria the monthly money needed by our family in
turkey to meet their living standards worth a lot which took almost fifty percent of our
revenues , so my father decided that one of us should go accompany my family in turkey
and try to support them from there.so I decided to go.

3-Why did you start a business on your own?
Starting a business was always the first option in my plan, as I was advised from my
father ,always aim to be a manger of your own ,when I arrived to turkey I had to
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explore the market, worked for two years ,the first year was very hard I could not find
a job in my line ,i worked as a daily payed worker in any work I find, the second year
after great effort I found a job in a my field as a butcher assistant, even though the
salary does not fulfill my family living expenses but it was a good experience in
exploring the market, after one year one year of sufficient experience I decided to go
on with starting by own butcher,

Researcher: - 4-Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
Respondent:-definitely all the support was from family friends, personal income and
experience as a refugee we are placed in the lower rank of the community, trust is only
found in family and friends

Researcher:-5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
Respondent :-As I mentioned before interest in the particular business was a major
motive, secondly in turkey as a refugee it’s the only solution to keep your family living
in the living standards they received in Syria, after gaining experience from the labor
market I have realized that in order to achieve success in the jobs market you need a
strong educational background to compete which unfortunately the requirements does
not fit my c.v, I don’t regret anything rather I believe that every human being was
chosen for different path and tasks.

Researcher 6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent :-at the beginning it was very difficult ,I faced a lot of obstacles, not
knowing where to start the business, facing issues with renting a proper place ,most of
the time the owners did not accept when knowing that I’m a refugee, the hardest part
was also when I was informed that in order to establish a business you have to find a
Turkish partner which is impossible to find ,but thanks god my friends advised me to
start my business in siteler where there is no need to have an official license to establish
a business.
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7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business activities when
running your business?
No challenges are faced, the only challenge right now is the long working hours as I
don’t have an assistant, I have made a lot of customers and a lot of business contacts,
all my products are delivered to the shop without the need to search for them, the rents
and bills are not high they are manageable.

8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for you business start up? If hard, how? For
instance your requirement and availability for finance.
Yes it is difficult my starting capital was obtained from my personal savings friends
and family which is the only source to obtain support from, no other official entity that
provides financial assistance to refugees ,the starting capital was not hard to obtain, to
be honest with you 60% was supported by my father ,the banks only offers for refugees
opening an account but all of the other services are restricted for us.
Researcher: -as a refugee you have the rights to access all the rights as local a citizen,
what do you have to say about this??
Respondent: -absolutely right but it’s not taken into consideration, I have been rejected
by almost 6 banks.

Researcher: -10-Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what
extent?
Respondent:-As I mentioned before it’s not difficult for a person like me who has
worked all his life in this field

11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your business?
For me it’s not important and from my experience no one will help you in anything,
off course there has to be access and help to managerial skills in turkey but because of
the language barrier I did not take the burden to search.
Researcher:- 12-How do you market your product? Is it difficult or easy to get access
to market? If difficult, how?
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No specific marketing is made I always make sure that my product is with high quality,
hygiene and the atmosphere of the shop is very important, I always make sure that my
shop is clean and tidy, display and view of the products is very important.

13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the rules on how to
run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
Respondent:-actually procedures and governmental work to start a business in turkey
is very difficult but as a refugee it is not difficult due to that the first two years for
business starters in siteler there is no obligation to obtain a license ,no taxes are paid
nor certain specification are needed , in siteler it is easier for a refugee to start a
business than the locals in any other place ,no awareness on how to open a business
and its very complicated to obtain such official information due to the language barrier.
Business idea
Researcher:-14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
Respondent:-first of all its considered as a family business and this is only line I have
mastered very well.

15- What makes your business different from that of another person having a similar
business?
In this type of business the most important technique is to build mutual trust with your
customers and to treat them with owner and appreciation as they are the number one
reason for success of my business, as you know butchers are everywhere with good
quality products but mutual trust cannot be build anywhere.
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Applicant 3
Mike
Country of origin: Syria
Duration of interview:45 minutes
Personal questions
Researcher:-1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before
starting a business in turkey?
Respondent :-Actually you can name it as a business experience, I worked in a shop
as mobile technician in Syria for 6 years , I started as an technician assistant worked
for three years, the main technician quit the job and I took over his place ,after two
years as a technician the owner decided to split the profit with me, I was given 30% of
the profit ,actually the owner came up with this deal to secure his business, I was good
at my work I build an enormous contact of customers ,I had the opportunity to go and
establish my own business but after this great deal I decided to stay, I didn’t have any
hand in the managerial work, so eventually you can call it a business.

Researcher :- 2-Why did you choose turkey?
Respondent :-I’m originally from Aleppo ,after the events everything was destroyed
,my family was sent to turkey two years before me ,we have relatives in turkey who
advised us to move to turkey, actually it was not an option ,we as Syrians from Aleppo
,60% of the citizens do not have passports that was due to the high security and high
living standards in Aleppo ,no one ever thought to leave Aleppo, Aleppo is at the
border with turkey, at that time everyone knew that turkey hosts Syrian refugees and
from Aleppo it was easy to enter turkey.

Researcher :-3-why did you start a business on your own?
Respondent:-I was not planning to come to turkey ,as I mentioned before my family
went ahead of me, one day I received a call from my sister ,her voice tone indicated
that the situation was not very good, after insisting on her to explain the situation, it
showed that they are struggling in meeting the basic needs and she started crying and
dropped the line ,I immediately decided to come to turkey and support them, worked
for the labor market for 3 years my educational background is very low which does
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not qualify me to access a position in an organization, my experience in the labor
market has gave the me the ability to learn and develop my Turkish language ,during
my period in the labor market I came to a conclusion that the labor market will not
attain me to support my family due to the low wages paid so I decided to establish my
business after exploring the market for three years.

Researcher: - 4-Did you get help from your families or friends to run your business?
Respondent :-definitely all the support was obtained by family and friends, I see it
normal in any country other than yours you are considered as a stranger and no one
will support you, In turkey we are strangers and considered as refugees, to be honest
with you we are not accepted by the community and no one is willing to support us.

Researcher :-5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
Respondent:-the main reason was seeking extra income which is the only way in
turkey.

6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent: - the main challenge I faced was the initial starting capital, there isn’t any
official entity that support refugees financially in creating a business, I tried finding a
a shop in the city center but all the owners refused to rent me when knowing I’m a
refugee and Syrians, we as Syrians are facing a lot of issues, firstly as Syrians we are
not accepted by the community and being a refugee is also a burden, no one will trust
you ,we are considered in the lowest rank of the community, I knew earlier that all of
these issues are not found in siteler but my plan was establishing my business in the
city center where the power of purchasing is very high, I had no choice but to start my
business in siteler,it was definitely the best coincidence ever.

Researcher :-7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business
activities when running your business?
Respondent :-working long hours is the main issue ,I’m not facing any issues at the
moment.
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Researcher :-8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for you business start up? If hard,
how? For instance your requirement and availability for finance.;
Respondent :- indeed very difficult ,I struggled a lot ,as a refugee the banks don’t
finance us we are just allowed to open deposit accounts, all my capital was raised from
my family and friends which was not easy at all, all of us are refugees and lost
everything behind in our country ,our financial situations not good, words cannot
describe how they supported me, without them I don’t think I was able to start my
business, my income in the labor market was impossible to save from.

Researcher :-9-Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in
running your business?
If difficult, to what extent?
Respondent: no for me with three years experience in the market it was not hard, I
speak the language, I could easily get access to any information I need, but for a
newcomer it’s impossible.

Researcher:-11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your
business?
Respondent :-actually I never thought of it ,I don’t need a managerial skill to run my
business, the managerial experience is gained from your life experience .

Researcher :- 12-How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access
to market? If difficult, how?
Respondent :- no marketing for my work is done, marketing is developed eventually
on the quality of the maintenance, in our Syrian community words are spread easily
and it depends on your work.

Researcher :-13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the
rules on how to run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
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Respondent access to governmental regulations and procedures where not a burden for
me because of my knowledge of the Turkish language, but without the language it
becomes impossible, my status as a refugee has helped him a lot in starting my
business(no license, no tax paid) only in the area of siteler,any area other than siteler
is almost impossible, the restrictions and specification are very harsh to meet ,you
have to have a Turkish partner, for every one foreigner to be employed there has to be
five Turkish employers.
Business idea

Researcher :-14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
Respondent :-firstly my experience in this line and the major motive was from my
experience in the city center technicians speaking Arabic are very rare ,the Arabic
speakers community in Ankara is very big ,and lastly my Syrian community are
suffering a lot in fixing their phones due to language barrier.

Researcher:-15- What makes your business different from that of another person
having a similar business?
Respondent :-as I mentioned before my Arabic language is an asset, my quality of my
work is assured, I give a guarantee of one month to my customers incase anything goes
wrong, the most important thing is the way you treat your customer ,if trust is not build
no matter your service the customer will not come again.
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Applicant 4
Tony
Country of origin turkey: Syria
Interview duration: 45minutes
Researcher :-1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before
starting a business in turkey?
Respondent : No I’ve never been involved in a business ,in Syria I was a taxi driver,
I used to earn a good income ,never thought of establishing a business

Reporter :- 2-Why did you choose turkey?
Respondent :-We had no choice, any other country rather than turkey requires visa,
entering turkey by the boarders is very easy ,you have to enter by the help of smugglers
but even if you get caught the police are easy on us ,the risk of entering turkey is not
very high.

Researcher 3-why did you start a business on your own?
Respondent :-when I arrived to turkey I stayed in Adana ,in Adana the work
opportunities are very difficult to obtain, I’m an old man with several medical
condition, I have no educational background, the only work I can put my hand in was
a heavy duty labor, I suffer from disc in my back, I can’t handle such tasks, I struggled
a lot in Adana, finally one of my relatives proposed to me to come to Ankara and open
a supermarket ,that was the most suitable solution for me as I can’t be involved in any
other kind of job.

Researcher: - 4-Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
Respondent:-all the support I had was from my family and friends ,we as Syrians are
not welcomed in the Turkish community ,no one will support you.
Researcher:-5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
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Respondent :-extra money was the major reason, I’m in charge of two families,
establishing a business is main solution to provide the basic needs for them, even if it
wasn’t for my medical condition working in the labor market does not qualify you to
be responsible for two families, I thank god everyday for this opportunity I found
without it my family could have went homeless.

Researcher :-6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent :it was very difficult to establish this kind of business, our business main
line is providing Syrian products coming from Damascus, In turkey it is very difficult
to find Syrian products as the government does not approve it and allow it in the
market, after struggling and asking our contacts had lead us to dealers that bring Syrian
products to turkey illegally, after getting introduced to the dealers everything became
very easy, no other challenges where faced ,in siteler establishing a business is not
difficult if you have the required capital,

Researcher: - 7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business
activities when running your business?
Respondent :- not a lot ,our products are not brought through one dealer, it’s a big
network of dealers from Syria to the boarder ,from the boarder to turkey and in turkey
to our shop, sometimes the products are expired and it’s impossible to return, most of
our customers pay us monthly as most of the Syrians receive monthly money transfer
from outside turkey some time we struggle in obtaining our money, no other challenges
are faced regarding official work or regulations as the governmental control in siteler
is very rare.

Researcher :-8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for you business start up? If hard,
how? For instance your requirement and availability for finance.
Respondent:-finance other than family personal savings and friends for Syrian
refugees is impossible, we our not welcomed in the community and no official entity
will support you, as for me t was not difficult the main challenge was the paying the
rent of the shop ,as you see my shop is very simple it’s all about shelves, for the money
of the products its paid on a long term basis, you don’t need a capital to buy the
products.
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Researcher :-9-Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in
running your business?
If difficult, to what extent?
Respondent :-it was not difficult ,our Syrian community is very big, no one hesitate
to help the other ,but other than our community its difficult ,I’m an old man and for
know its difficult for me to learn the language, due to the language barrier it’s very
difficult to get an external advice, to be honest with you I’ve never been to a place out
of siteler ,I could get lost easily to return back, I m a very simple man ,all my concern
is providing the basic needs for my family.

Researcher :-10-Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what
extent?
Respondent :-very easy not hard .

Researcher :-11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your
business?
Respondent :-what do you mean by management skills ,no management skills needed
its ,my shop is very small shop customers take the things they want and pays to me
here in the cashier, no management skills needed ,even the infant can manage this
work.

Researcher :-12-How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access
to market? If difficult, how?
Respondent :-no marketing needed siteler is the home of Syrians and my market is
known for everyone in this area we are all three markets doing the same business .

Researcher :-13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the
rules on how to run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
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Respondent :-from what I know ,any other place rather than siteler it’s very difficult
to establish a business, siteler is an out of law area ,all you have to do is find the place
and run your business ,no license is needed and no governmental control is conducted.

Business idea
Researcher :-14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
Respondent :-for me as an old man who was a taxi driver all his life this is the most
suitable business, we provide Syrian products which are very cheap and has a strong
power of purchase from our community ,in Ankara there are almost hundreds of
thousands of Syrians who all know and use these products.

Researcher :15- What makes your business different from that of another person
having a similar business?
Respondent :-the most important things how you treat your customer ,as you can see
you can find bim sok and all the local markets ,if trust is not build with your customer
he will never come back, the most important thing is that we provide long-term
payment to our customers which is impossible to find elsewhere.
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Applicant 5
George
Country of origin: Syria
Duration of interview: 50minutes
Researcher :1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before
starting a business in turkey?
Respondent :-never had a previous business experience in Syria ,I worked all my life
as car driver all my life .

Researcher 2-Why did you choose turkey?
Respondent:-I did not choose turkey ,turkey chose us as Syrians ,turkey was the only
country that opened her doors for us and entering turkey is not difficult.

Researcher :-3-why did you start a business on your own?
Respondent :-I worked in the labor market for three years ,it was the worst experience
all my life even worst the war that is happening now in Syria, in these 3 years I changed
my work more than 10 times, most of time are entitlements are not paid because of
discrimination and when I am paid I’m paid less than the actual amount ,Im in
responsible of a big family ,my personal savings has started to finish ,after 3 years I
could not handle the situation and decided to establish my own business.

Researcher :- 4-Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
Respondent :-all of the support I found was from family and friends,

Researcher :-5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
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Respondent :-the main reason was extra income ,not interest in a particular business,
last job I had in the labor market was an assistant in a supermarket ,I’ve learned a lot
from it which was the motivation to start my business.

Researcher:-6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent :-before I discover siteler everything was impossible ,no one accepted to
rent me a place ,and when found they doubled the price, it was a must to find a local
partner, the license price was very expensive for starters it starts from 7000 to 15000
lira, I cant employ a foreigner unless I meet the specifications which is for every
foreigner there has to be 10 local employers ,there has come time where I became very
depressed and wanted to quit the search until I was told of Siteler from a friend.

Researcher :- 7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business
activities when running your business?
Respondent :-no challenges is faced at the moment ,it all depends on the flow of
customers to the market .

Researcher :-8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for you business start up? If hard,
how? For instance your requirement and availability for finance.
Respondent :-for me it was not difficult my families and relatives financial condition
is not bad and I had a good personal savings ,it was easy to obtain the starting capital,
but without the support of family and friends it’s impossible to obtain a starting capital
from any other entity, no one trust us a s refugees ,banks only open accounts for us.

Researcher :-9-Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in
running your business?
If difficult, to what extent?
Respondent :-no one will provide you with any advice as I mentioned before I gained
all the experience from my previous experience in the local market.
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Researcher :-10-Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what
extent?
Respondent :-not hard at all as you see I have an assistant working with me ,we split
the work together ,everything is fine.

Researcher :-11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your
business?
Respondent :we as Syrians are very simple people our educational background are
very low ,we don’t have the thinking of planning and management and all those stuff,
but from my experience in the labor market I saw that there are so many entities that
provides assistants and counseling for business starters ,I did not seek such assistant
,in Syria we have a famous say that states that everything is learned and gained from
your experience .

Researcher :- 12-How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access
to market? If difficult, how?
Respondent :-no actual marketing is made ,siteler is a big market for Syrians and the
power of purchasing in this area is very high, my line is selling Syrian and local
products ,now I’ve been working for one year and its going very well .

Researcher :-13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the
rules on how to run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
Respondent :-it was not difficult ,I speak the local language I approached the ministry
of labor and inquired on everything but its impossible for someone who does not speak
the language, most of the workers in siteler do not need to know the rules as no
governmental control in siteler is conducted, and when conducted the official are easy
on us.

Business idea
Researcher :-14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
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Respondent :-my previous experience and selling Syrian products is like selling gold,
there is a big desire in the Syrian products from other nationalities rather than Syrians.
Researcher :-15- What makes your business different from that of another person
having a similar business?
Respondent:-our treatment with our customers, all of this area knows that if anyone is
facing difficulties financially my shop is open for him he can come and take whatever
he needs without hesitation, we also have home delivery around the area of sitelar
which makes us different.
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Applicant 6
Name: Mary
Country of origin: Syria
Duration of interview:60minutes
Personal questions
Researcher:-1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before
starting a business in turkey?
Respondent:-No it’s the first time to get involved in such a line I have been a student
all my lifetime actually a medicine student we left Syria and I could not finish my
bachelor degree

Researcher 2-Why did you choose turkey?
Respondent:-my dad was the one who gave the order to move to turkey after the events
in Aleppo it was impossible to stay there, my uncle went before us he was the one who
suggested to my father to move to turkey as its much safer and accepts the Syrian
refuges.

Researcher:-3-why did you start a business on your own?
Respondent :-I’m the eldest in my family ,all my other siblings are young and attending
schools, our only income source is provided by my father which honestly is not enough
to fulfill our basic requirements ,I see my father struggling ,due to my age and language
barrier I could not continue my education in turkey ,I’m just sitting at home with my
mother and grandmother all the day doing nothing, so we started selling homemade
food to friends and our Syrian community to stand with my father in supporting our
family, our business went well so we decided to move it to a shop in our area sitellar.

Researcher:-4-Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
Respondent:-all the support was from my family and friends.
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Researcher: 5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
Respondent:-the main reason was extra money to support my family ,it was not really
an interest in the particular business.

Researcher:-6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent:-the main challenge was finding a shop close to our house, nothing else
before moving our business to the market we established our customers and the shop
is only a display of our products ,all the food are made at home.

Researcher: - 7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business
activities when running your business?
Respondent:-the major challenge right now is expanding our business we reached a
point where we can fulfill the demand of for the market our lab at home is very small
which actually the home kitchen is.

Researcher: -8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for your business start up? If hard,
how? For instance your requirement and availability for finance.
Respondent:-it was not really hard we already established our initial capital while
delivering from home, the capital was only needed to pay the place rent ,as I mentioned
before we are using our home equipment at home which was already available the shop
was only because delivery of the food started becoming very annoying ,customers
come to the house a lot and the neighbors started to complain.

Researcher:-9-Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in
running your business?
If difficult, to what extent?
Respondent:-actually we did not need to access any information for running our
business, running this type of business is not hard, the shop s only to display some
samples of our products and that the production is made upon the order.
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Researcher:-10-Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what
extent?
Respondent :-it’s easy we are a team composed of three ,me my mother and
grandmother ,we understand each other very well ,but cooking for long hours is a bit
tiring ,buying the ingredients is also not something easy , our house is very small we
can’t store the products ,we have to buy the stuff every two days ,we are thinking of
expanding the work but not for the mean time.

Researcher:-11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your
business?
Respondent:-we never thought about it and honestly I don’t think there is a need for it

Researcher: -12-How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access
to market? If difficult, how?
Respondent:-marketing of our products are posted on face book and what’s app
groups, most of our customers where build from the social media.

Researcher:-13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the
rules on how to run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
Respondent:-Moving our business to siteler was my father’s idea, we live in the heart
of siteler and my father is a friend of almost all the shop’s owner in the area, so he was
advised by them to move the business to the market as no regulations and certain
specifications are needed to establish a business in siteler, we don’t need a license nor
taxes are paid.

Business idea
Researcher:-14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
Respondent: as you now we are females ,we don’t have any experience regarding the
market,we were always discussing in earning an income from home and that was the
perfect idea.
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Researcher:-15- What makes your business different from that of another person
having a similar business?
Respondent:-my grandmother is a housewife all her life she has experience in cooking
for more than 45 years her food is very delicious to an extent where you can stop
eating, our quality of the food is very high ,we cook as if we are cooking for our family
,one day you will have to try it and judge by yourself, all the customers that tried our
food became a permanent customers to an extent that some of them weekly order food.
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Applicant 7
Name: John
Country of origin:-Syria
Duration of interview: 55minutes
Personal questions
Researcher:-1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before
starting a business in turkey?
Respondent:-yes I used to own a fast food restaurant in Aleppo with three branches I
have been involved in this business for almost now 10 years .

Researcher 2-Why did you choose turkey?
Respondent :-After the events that took place in Aleppo two branches of my
restaurants were destroyed, I had to shut the third branch in means of security ,I was
planning to move to Damascus to start from zero ,we knew that Turkey hosts refugees
but it was not really in my plans, one day I received a call of one of my suppliers in
turkey he was also a friend ,I explained to him that I was out of business and I’m
moving to Damascus to start from zero, so then the miracle happened ,he proposed to
me to come to turkey and to establish the business in partner with him in turkey, I had
no choice but to accept when you think about it was the best option security for the
family and at the same time I was going to start again from the beginning.

Researcher: 3-why did you start a business on your own?
Respondent :-I was raised in a family of business men from my father to my uncles
,we were raised in a community which always preaches private business, even my
father prepared and taught me all his life on how to be a successful business man, it
runs in my blood.

Researcher: - 4-Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
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Respondent:-all the support to establish my business was supported from my Turkish
partner and friend.

Researcher:-5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
Respondent: - off course extra income is the major reason, but for me this what I have
been doing all my life, this is where I’m confident and good at.

Researcher:-6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent :-this is my second branch my first branch is located at the city center of
Ankara ,at the beginning everything was difficult ,the rents are very high, the
governmental regulations and specifications are very difficult to meet, if you don’t
really have a local partner it will be very difficult to establish a business, the capital
for the starting a business in Ankara city center is very high its around 25000 dollar
minimum to operate and compete with good quality, we struggled a lot in starting but
after opening the outcomes were very good, turkeys power of purchase is very high.
The second branch is this in stellar it’s the opposite of the city center ,all the challenge
you face is just finding the right place ,the rents are very low ,there isn’t any kind of
governmental work needed and the competition is fair enough ,I spent most of my time
in this branch as the system here is not well established ,not like the fist branch
everything is systematic ,here in Siteler the community re very poor most of the time
the customers amount of money is less than the required amount ,if the owner is not
available the other employers will not accept to let it go, so I have to be present ,anyone
who does not have money are welcomed to my shop ,but in such situations the owner
has to be present to monitor the operation.

Researcher: - 7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business
activities when running your business?
Respondent :-nothing much in my first branch the demand is very high that in some
days you can’t fulfill them all ,in Siteler her the work is steady ,everything is going
smoothly .
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8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for you business start up? If hard, how? For
instance your requirement and availability for finance.

Researcher:-9-Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in
running your business?
If difficult, to what extent?
Respondent:-I already have a previous experience I didn’t need to seek extra
information and did not ask, in a foreign country all you have to be concerned of is the
governmental and official work, in turkey the language is very difficult and most of
the official places speaks only the local language, if you don’t speak it you will never
succeed, my situation was different I had an interpreter accompanying me everywhere
I go.

Respondent:-10-Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what
extent?
Respondent:-in the first branch it was easy everyone knows his job and are qualified
for their task, in stellar all my staff are Syrians and not educated so it is very difficult
to maintain the system of the first branch, education is very important in developed
countries.

Researcher:-11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your
business?
Respondent :-I studied business administration in London for my bachelor degree ,and
have three certificates of management marketing and salesman equipped very well to
run my business my skills was build earlier, I did not need seek counseling from
anyone, nowadays I’m the one who provide counseling to others

Researcher 12-How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access to
market? If difficult, how?
Respondent:-not hard we use the social media a lot, we are involved in food
applications for home delivery, we target our market from different sides.
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Researcher:-13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the
rules on how to run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
Respondent:-as I mentioned before you need to have the knowledge of the local
language without it it’s impossible, I approached the official offices with my
interpreter and it was very easy to put my hand on them.

Business idea
Researcher:-14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
Respondent :-my business target all age categories we sell fast food with high quality,
I make sure that the oil is changes two times a three times a day, we also include green
vegetables in our food and the chef responsible has been in this business for almost
15 years, he is a master in this line.

Researcher:-15- What makes your business different from that of another person
having a similar business?
Respondent:-quality and taste ,and also our prices I make sure that the prices are
reasonable for every one.
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Applicant: 8
Name: Harry
Country of origin:-Syria
Duration of interview:-45 minutes
Personal questions
Researcher:-1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before
starting a business in turkey?
Respondent: this is my first time to establish a business, I have worked as an English
teacher all my life,

Researcher 2-Why did you choose turkey?
Respondent:-as you know the president of turkey has announced that the Syrian
refugees are under his protection and he welcomes anyone one who arrives turkey
seeking protection, turkey was the safest and easiest place to enter.

Researcher 3-why did you start a business on your own?
Respondent: I was not planning to start a business of my own, my plan was
resettlement to a third country through the united nation been waiting now for almost
3 years and a half and nothing happened my personal savings has started to finish, I
have been searching for a job for the past two years but did not succeed, I had to find
a solution to support my family, I I’m living in Siteler ,after advices from my friends
I decided to establish my own business

Researcher:-4-Did you get help from your families or friends to run your business?
Respondent:-all the support was gained from family and business which is the only
support to get in a foreign country,
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Researcher:-5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
Respondent :-as I mentioned before extra income was the main reason, I have never
thought that one day I would create my own business ,I’m a very simple man ,all I
wanted was to provide my family with the basic needs ,teaching does not enable you
to earn a lot of money but it secures your basic needs .

Researcher:-6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent:-my business is providing quality falafel sandwiches made according to
the Syrian cuisine ,the equipment needed is not much and not expensive, all of the
workers where my family from wife and children ,at the beginning it was very difficult
as it was the first time to get involved in such a business, from the counseling I gained
from my friends in Siteler all you need is to just find the place all the other work is not
an issue as no governmental or specification is required .

Researcher: - 7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business
activities when running your business?
Respondent:-no tangible challenges are faced until now, long working hours is the
main issue but it will be executed in the future.

Researcher:-8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for you business start up? If hard,
how? For instance your requirement and availability for finance.
Respondent:-the capital was from my personal savings, once I approached the bank
where I have an account in and requested a loan but unfortunately i was rejected, did
not try any other place, but from what I know there isn’t any official entity that will
support refugees in creating a business.

Researcher:-9-Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in
running your business?
If difficult, to what extent?
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Respondent:-it was not hard, advices was taken from my friends and their contacts that
are already in business.

Researcher:-10-Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what
extent?
Respondent:-managing the business was very easy as all the employers are from the
same family, every one of us is always trying to do his best to keep this business open,
it’s our only income source.

Researcher:-11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your
business?
Respondent :-the management skills I gained was by my personal effort I read a lot of
books on how to manage a business for starters ,but other than this I don’t know, if
I’m facing any issues I take the counseling from my friends who are already in the
business .

Researcher: - 12-How do you market your product? Is it difficult or easy to get access
to market? If difficult, how?
Respondent:-no marketing is conducted for our product Siteler is both a business and
living neighborhood; we rely on the customers coming to the street and the offices
around us.

Researcher:-13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the
rules on how to run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
Respondent:-in Siteler as I mentioned before there is no need to know the
governmental rules and regulation, you just need to have the place and good idea to
establish a business.
Business idea
Researcher: -14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
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Respondent: -selling falafel sandwiches is the simplest business to establish not much
equipment is needed, and every house in Syria knows how to cook it professionally,
my business is a family business, and my wife makes the best falafel ever.
Researcher: 15- What makes your business different from that of another person
having a similar business?
Respondent:-our food is served hot and fresh, my wife cooks the falafel according of
the order.
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Applicant 10
Name: Mart
Country of origin: Syria
Duration of interview: 55 minutes.
Personal questions
Researcher: -1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before
starting a business in turkey?
Respondent: -yes I used to own a boutique for men cloth; I’ve been in this business for
more than 8 years

Researcher: -2-Why did you choose turkey?
Respondent: -in Syria family is everything when I say family I mean everyone from
uncles to aunts to other relatives, so after the events we needed a place that is easy to
enter due to our big family size, turkey was the easiest place and its well-known by all
the Syrians that the doors are open for refugees, for me I wanted to go start my life in
a European country ,if I was by myself I would have went but as I told you I’m not
alone in this world.

Researcher: -3-why did you start a business on your own?
Respondent :-to be honest with you I wasn’t planning to open a business in turkey,
our main plan with the other parts of the family was to apply to the united nation and
get resettled to a third countries, I have a lot of friends in turkey who advised me to try
to settle in turkey as the united nation resettlement program is not guaranteed and the
minimum process is 3 years, so I had to start something ,checked for jobs in the labor
market but could not find a suitable one, all the jobs I found was a heavy duty labor
with extremely very low wages, my family size is very big we need a good income to
establish the living standards we had in Syria, starting a business was the perfect
solution.
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Researcher: - 4-Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
Respondent: -all the support I had was from family and friends.

Researcher: -5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra
income, interest in the particular business?
Respondent: -both of them extra income and interest in this particular business, I know
the outcomes very well ,in Syria I used to import a many of my products from turkey
I have good contacts which I was sure they will support me in establishing a business
as the relationship goes way back.

Researcher: -6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
Respondent :-at the beginning everything was difficult language barrier was the major
issue but thanks to my Syrian friends they helped me a lot in interpretation as they
came before me and spoke the language, governmental regulations for foreigners are
very difficult we are considered as refugees with many advantages but when it comes
to business we are considered as foreigners and the regulations are very difficult to
meet ,one of the major issue is having a local partner which I don’t wish to have,
secondly the rents are very high in the city center, obtaining a license is very expensive,
and the most difficult regulation is that for every foreigner I have to employ 5 local
employers, as mentioned before our family relatives and friends are many, here as
refugees we are one hand and help each other ,so it was mandatory to have Syrian
employers assigned, but with this regulation it becomes impossible, finally I was
advised to work in Siteler where everything was extremely easy.

Researcher: - 7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business
activities when running your business?
Respondent:-Siteler is a bit far faraway from Ankara’s city center, all my market is
focused on the residents of Siteler and the businesses around me ,the resident of Siteler
are all refugees and poor citizens with very low incomes, cloth is not considered as a
basic need, so the power of purchase most of the time is very low, in correspondent if
I had established my business in the city center the outcome would have been
enormous.
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Researcher:-8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for your business startup? If hard,
how? For instance your requirement and availability for finance.
Respondent:-it was easy it was all from my personal savings, I approached two banks
and requested a loan but was rejected, for someone without a personal saving he will
struggle a lot.

Researcher:-9-Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in
running your business?
If difficult, to what extent?
Respondent: did not have to seek access to such information, its already gained from
my previous experience.

Researcher :10-Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what
extent?
Respondent :-not hard ,but working long hours is the hardest ,at the beginning I was
working alone after that I employed two assistant ,even though you have to stay for
long hours as its very critical for your business to success .

Researcher:-11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your
business?
Respondent :-as I mentioned before I have been in this line for more than 8 years ,did
not need to get access to any kind of management skill.

Researcher :- 12-How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access
to market? If difficult, how?
Respondent:-most of the time we use the social media and in specific the the whats
app group, one merit in our Syrian community is that the words are spread easily .
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Researcher :-13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the
rules on how to run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
Respondent :-without the knowledge of the local language its impossible but as I told
you before I had an interpreter who helped me a lot we approached the official offices
and the information was given easily.
Business idea
Researcher :14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
Respondent :-previous experience in the business but I have changed the line a bit my
previous line was selling men’s ware now I have changed to kids and women ware as
the Syrian women are very simple and they suffer a lot in going to the city center,
establishing this business in Siteler makes it very easy for them .

Researcher :-15- What makes your business different from that of another person
having a similar business?
Respondent :to be honest with you our products are very cheap and the quality is
acceptable as required by our market, my main focus is selling them to Arabian
community where they can find the seller speaking their language and makes their
work easy.

Questionnaire
Personal questions
1-Did you have any business experience in your home country before starting a
business in turkey?
No I was working in the educational line, I’m an Arabic teacher for primary level
2-Why did you choose turkey?
After the events in Syria, we had to flee to the nearest country; turkey opened her doors
to us
3-why did you start a business on your own?
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As a refugee and Syrian I don’t have the knowledge of the local language, I could not
find a job in the educational system, the opportunity I found was heavy duty labor
which I can’t tolerate, so I decided to create my own business to supply my family
with basic needs.
4-Did you get help from you families or friends to run your business?
Family and friends are were the only means of support I could find.
5-What is the main reason for running your business? For instance, extra income,
interest in the particular business?
No this was not for extra income; this business is the only source of income for me
and my family
6-What where the challenges you faced when starting up your business?
The major challenge I faced was obtaining the capital, because any business at start up
needs from you to pay the expenses taxes……….etc
7-What major challenges are you facing right now in your business activities when
running your business?
In stellar the situation is different the governmental specifications and regulations are
very easy on us, the only challenge we face is attracting customers
8-Was it hard or easy to get finance for you business startup? If hard, how? For instance
your requirement and availability for finance.
Definitely it was very difficult had to sell my wife’s gold to obtain the capital.
9-Was it difficult or easy to get access to information and advice in running your
business?
If difficult, to what extent?
It was very difficult due to the language barrier, every information you need to inquire
is in the local language
10-Was it easy or difficult to manage your business? If difficult, to what extent?
At the start it was very difficult we had to work for long hours to attract our customer
and ensure that our products are served with quality.
11-Was it easy or difficult to get access to management skills for your business?
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For me I did not need to get access to information as my business is a very simple
business, we serve traditional Syrian coffee accompanied with homemade sweets; we
heard that ngos provide voluntary awareness for entrepreneurs but did not bother to
ask about it
12-How do you market your product? It is difficult or easy to get access to market? If
difficult, how?
In Siteler the community is based on Syrians and Arabs, words spread easily, we have
also a moving car around Siteler that displays stickers on our product.
13-Was it easy or difficult to get access to information concerning the rules on how to
run a business in turkey? If difficult, how?
For me I did not need to access these details but I think for the others its quite difficult
due to language barrier.
Business idea
14-What makes you to be involved in such a line of business?
It was not a choice, I had to do something to provide my family with the basic need
and that was the simplest idea to start.
15- What makes your business different from that of another person having a similar
business?
I don’t think there is a difference, all you have to do is serve your product with honesty
and have faith in god.
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